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Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr., 1976 Charity Ball Chairman, with Kelley Prescott
and Wade Dunn at the Murray Day Care Center. All proceeds from the
Charity Ball, which will be held June 5, 1976, are donated to the Menta
l




The Charity Ball has been an annua
l
event since 1965 to raise money for 
the
Murray-Calloway County Com-
prehensive Care Center. In those 
11
years, approximately $25,000 has been
donated to the center which is loca
ted
at 702 and 704 Main Street. These t
wo
buildings house a Mental Health Center
and a Day Care Center for children with
developmental disabilities.
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr., will serve
as chairman this year along with M
rs.
Charles Hoke as co-chairman.
This year's ball will be held at the
Murray-Calloway Country Club on
Saturday, June 5, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Music will be provided by the Louis
Brown Orchestra from Nashville.
Breakfast will be served from 12 p.m. to
1 a.m. while the orchestra continues to
play. Reservations will be required.
Arrangements have been made to erect
a large tent on the club's patio to
provide additional seating.
Tickets will go on sale April 30. Cash
donations are also accepted and should
be directed to Mrs. Sam Bell, Route 4.
Murray, Kentucky.
The following people have agreed to
serve as committee chairmen .
School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Murray City School Board will
hold its regular meeting Thursday at
seven p.m. at the board office building.
Included on the agenda will be
recognition of Principal Dennis Taylor
to review the program and staff of the
Murray Elementary Schools; a report
on spring sports; consideration of a
cooperative program for driver
education; the superintendent's report
and the food service report.
The effect on Murray State
University of a decision by the
University of Tennessee at Martin to
accept students from three Kentucky
counties at in-state tuition rates cannot
be predicted at this time, according to
Kaj Spencer, MSU administrative
assistant to the president.
Spencer said that the decision will
undoubtedly have some effect on MSU
enrollment, but could not predict at this
time how great the effect would be.
Spencer explained that MSU offers
most of the same programs that could'
be obtained at Martin, with the possible
exception of engineering technology at
the baccalaureate level, which Murray
is currently expanding.
The counties affected are Graves,
Hickman, and Fulton.
Cloudy And Warmer
Increasing cloudiness and warmer
today, high from hear 70 te the mid 7.
Mostly cloudy and mild with showers
and thundershowers likely tonight and
Thursday. Low tonight in the mid 50s.
High Thursday in the mid to upper 60s.
Pry mild with a chance of thun-
dershowers.
Donations, Mrs. Sam Bell; Publicity,
Mrs. Joe Rexroat; Patrons ( Tickets).
Mrs. Hunt Smock and Mrs. Tommy
Alexander; Decorations, Mrs. Larry
Doyle; Table Decorations, Mrs. Wells
Purdom, Jr.; Breakfast, Mrs. Tom
McNeely; Reservations, Mrs. Walt
Apperson; Treasurer, Mrs. Charles
Walston; and Refreshments, Mrs. Ron
Beshear.
Wilson Woolley is donating his time
and talent to the photography.
Council To Hear
Meeting Reports
The Murray Common Council will
hear reports on the recent National
League of Cities meeting in
Washington, D. C., as well as a report
from council member Melvin Henley
who has just returned from a National
League of Cities sponsored trip to
Russia.
The council will also be presented
with bound volumes of the newly
codified city ordinances. The or-
dinances were codified through the
Regional Services Department at
Murray State University.
Also on the agenda will be the opening





Seven persons were present for th
e
organizational meeting held Tuesday at
noon at the Triangle Inn to disc
uss
plans for beginning the Salvation Army
Service Unit program in Murray.
Volunteer members of the Service
Unit Committee are Mrs. Euple W
ard,
chairman; Carolyn Parks, treasurer;
Bonnie Ashby, Welfare secreta
ry;
Groover Parker, Bobs Hopper, Myra
Mueller, and Ron Hampton.
The Salvation Army program i
n
Murray will consist of providing
emergency welfare assistance to
people who are not eligible for aid from
other agencies, or that other agenc
ies
are not able to help.
Also offered to the local commun
ity
will be numerous programs offered 
by
the Salvation Army State Services su
ch
as summer camp for childr
en,
maternity home care for unmarried
mothers, rehabilitation for alcoholics,
resident and job assistance for
parolees, and location of missing
relatives through the Salvation Army
Miming Persons Department.
These Salvation Army services will
be administered by unpaid volunteers
and financed by public contributions
received by annual mail appeal, Mrs.
Ward said.
15 Per Copy
Reagan Relaxes Following 1
Victory In North Carolina
By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer
Ronald Reagan, relaxing today after
his victory in the North Carolina
primary, says he won because the
voters are finally beginning to "catch
on" to his attacks on President Ford.
The President said he will make a big
effort in Wisconsin, adding that he
expects to win the primary there and
the nomination in Kansas City.
"It's never good to come in second,"
Ford told nearly 100 Republican party
leaders at the White House. 'Mere




Mrs. Roddie Peebles, Mrs. David
Lanier, and Mrs. Tom Shirley, teachers
of History, English, and Social Studies
at Murray Middle School, presented a
program of Oral History of Early
Calloway County at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club held Tuesday
evening at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
These three teachers have just
recently worked toward and received a
grant of ;1800 for the Oral History
project for' the school. They will
represent Kentucky at the meeting of
the National Council of Social Studies at
New Orleans, La., and will present the
program to the convention. The
program is available to other groups or
civic clubs of the Murray area by
contacting Robert Jeffrey, principal of
Murray Middle School.
Tom Shirley, vice-president of the
Lions Club, introduced the teacherw
John Thompson, president, presided.
Lion Groover Parker announced that
the annual Broom, Mop, and Light Bulb
Sale will be held April 26 and 27.
Past President, Dr. Ken Winters,
chairman of the nominating com-
mittee, said a full slate of officers has
been selected subject to the club's
election.
Other guests of the club were Dr
William P. Mullins, Jr., pastor of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist





Col. Johnnie Prichard, Professor of
Military Science at Murray State
University, has reported the theft of a
f650 radio set on campus.
Col. Prichard said the radio was
loaned to the MSU Student Government
for the campus elections. It was
reported that a young man was seen
closely inspecting the radio, while it
was in use at the elections.
It was later learned that the man
returned and said he was from the R.0
T. C. department, and had been sent to
pick up the radio. He was refused by
workers who were using the radio, at
that time.
The workers then received a call.
apparently from the thief, who said he
was a captain in the R. 0. T. C.
department, and for the workers to
release the radio to the young man who
had tried to pick it up.
Meanwhile, Col. Prichard had left
school and went home. He reported
receiving a telephone call from an
individual identifying himself only as
"Sam," and who told the colonel -I'm
sorry I stole your radio, I threw it 
In
Clark's River."
CoL Prichard dispatched the Ranger
Unit of the R. 0. T. C. division on
campus to the river area to look for the
radio, with no luck.
Col. Prichard asked that if the thief
would just call again, and not identify
himself, but just tell where on the ri
ver
the radio was thrown, that maybe 
it
cold be recovered. "If be will co
me
forward and assist us in the recovery of
the radio, then we will assist him 
in
removing u much of the responsibil
ity
as we can in his illegally taking the
radio," Col. Prichard said.
Col. Prichard said thet the radio
would be of no benefit for personal 
use
because it is not designed to com-
municate with any civilian-type radio
Anyone having any 
information
regarding the theft is urged to contac
t a
member of the R. O. C staff at 
the
university.
that have been happier."
The Democratic victor, Jimmy
Carter, already was campaigning in
Wisconsin for the state's April 6
primary. Carter has won five of six
primaries, but Tuesday's contest
marked the first time he had received
more than 50 per cent of the vote. He
easily outdistanced Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace, who won in North
Carolina in 1972, and four other
Democrats who didn't campaign in the
state.
Later this week, Carter will head for
delegate-rich New York and a stiff
challenge from Sen. Henry M. Jackson
of Washington in New York's primary,
also April 6.
In New York, Jackson said of the
North Carolina contest, "It's a splin-
tering of the Republican party. It's a
problem Ford has to face." He also said
that "Wallace, for all practical pur-
poses, is out of the race."
Discussing the Wisconsin contest,
Ford said: "It will be close, but we
expect to win. We expect to go to
Kansas City and we expect to be
nominated."
Reagan, who won his first primary
after five defeats, getting 52 per cent of
the North Carolina Republican vote to
Ford's 46 per cent, cancelled most of his
appearances for the next week, tem-
porarily withdrawing from the cam-
paign trail to work on what was billed
as a major television address.
Ford's loss marked the first time an
incumbent president had dropped a
primary since 1968 when Sen. Eugene J.
McCarthy defeated Lyndon B. Johnson
in Wisconsin two days after Johnson
announced he would not run again.
Commenting on the North Carolina
voting, White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said, "The President lost.
We have no excuse and no alibi."
Peter Kaye, a Ford campaign
spokesman, said Reagan's cause may
have been helped by talk of getting the
former California governor out of the
race. "I think maybe it was a sympathy
vote," he said.
With the unofficial vote count com-
pleted, here is how they stood:
Reagan: 101,448 or 52 per cent and 28
delegates.
Ford: 88,924 or 46 per cent and 25
delegates
No Preference: 3,345 or 2 per cent for
one uncommitted delegate.
Among the Democrats the rundown
went:
Carter: 321,059 or 54,per cent and 36
delegates.
Wallace: 209,807 or 35 per cent and 25
delegates.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
Washington: 25,698 or 4 per cent.
No Preference: 22,585, or 4 per cent.
Rep. Morris K. Udall of Arizona:
14,122 or 2 per cent.
Former Sen Fred Harris of
Oklahoma: 6,136 or 1 per cent.
(See Reagan, page 14)
Lowes Takes Top Honors At
Purchase FFA Contests Here
The Lowes High School chapter, with
21 superior and 10 excellent ratings,
captured the lion's share of honors in
the annual Future Farmers of America
Purchase Federation contests Tuesday
at Murray State University.
The Lowes chapter, supervised by
John Mathis, vocational agriculture
teacher at the school, won also top
Minors in six of the individual events:
Neal Mathis, corn; Edward Wyatt,
soybeans; Jim Keith, hogs; Walter
I.ynn, placement in agriculture
production; Bobby Garnett, poultry
production; and Michael Thomas in
livestock production.
It was the Symsonia chapter,
however, supervised by Kenneth Oliver
and David Jones, vocational
agriculture teachers, that captured the
chapter meeting award, one of the most
coveted honors given at the annual
event, the winners of which will
represent the region in state-wide
contests later in Louisville.
Making up the Symsonia chapter
--; meeting team were Mark Cavitt, Bobby
James, Michael Rodgers, Kenneth
" Ward, Mike Fulley, John Stinson, Glenn
Reid, Mike Kaler, Mark Henry and
'Randy Jones.
In addition, the Symsonia entrants
won three individual events: Mike
Kaler in impromptu speaking on dairy;
Mark Cavitt in impromptu speaking on
swine, and Craig Mathis in production
horticulture. Over-all, the Symsonia f
ired tobacco.
chapter captured a total of 18 top 
Carlisle County: Clyde Curtsinger in
ratings-13 superiors, three excellents cro
p production.
and two goods. 
Fulton County: Ernest Trujillo,
agricultural sales and service; Joe
Kirk, ornamental horticulture; Doug
Voorhees, home improvement; Teeny
Cox, horticulture impromptu, and
chapter scrapbook.
Marshall County: Jeff Story,
agricultural processing.
Hickman County: Ricky Cun-
ningham, individual music.
The Purchase Federation Day was
one of 10 being held across the state in
preparation for the state contests.
There are 15,200 FFA members in
Kentucky.
Another highly coveted award, that of
public speaking, was won by Jada
Britian of the Farmington chapter,
which had the second highest number of
top awards with 26—including 16
superiors, and seven excellent ratings.
The Farmington chapter also placed
first in the secretary's book com-
petition and chapter music, while Keith
Haneline won the air-cured tobacco
contest.
The other chapters listed among the
winners and the events they captured
follows:
Heath: Daryl Tilford, burley
tobacco; Jeff Walker in the American
Institute of Cooperatives contest; and
Lexie Gliason, horses.
Lone Oak: Mark Stephens, im-
promptu speaking in beef; Jeff
Slusmeyer, agriculture mechanics, and
the treasurer's book.
Reidland: Clift Bolton, creed
speaking; Ricky Neeble, agricultural
electrification; Ronnie Draffen, forest
management, and Tom Henson, out-
door recreation.
Calloway County: Mark Wilson in
hay crops, beef and soil, air and water
management; Kilt Stubblefield, dairy
production; and Kerry Wyatt, dark-
Student Government
Elections Ruled Invalid
By STEVE W. GIVENS omi
ssion of one of the near record-70
Murray Ledger & Times Writer 
candidates from the ballot of a par-
Murray State Student Government 
Ocular college which had a large
Association's campus elections were 
number of hopefuls seeking a position.
ruled invalid last night because 
of Anderson indicated that severa
l
widespread discrepancies in the voting 
appeals of the Election Committee's
process which would have chosen 
47 decision were to be filed with the SGA's
new officials. 
Judicial Board.
Taken by the SGA's Election Corn
- Positions to be filled in the annual
rnittee, the action spoils the first results
 elections include: four executive of-
of a new college-structure vot
ing ficers, president, vice-president,
system which was instigated earl
ier in secretary, and treasurer; a total of 23
the year. Student voters now cast th
eir senators from the six colleges; and
ballots in one of the school's six colle
ges eight on-campus and 13 off-campus
in which they are enrolled, rather th
an representatives to the Student
voting by class divisions. 
Activities Board.
Election Committee Chairperson Dan
was rnade "the 
e
re were at least a cicrzen Membership Drive Underway ByAnderson said after th 
announcement
different reasons for the actio
n."
However nothing was made public
concerning the invalidation for fear of
prejudicing the voters.
The date for the new election was
 set
for Thursday, April B, which wi
ll be
Uwee days after MSU students 
return
from the annual spring break
 that
begins this Friday.
The invalidation, believed to be the
first of its scale in the history of the
Auden( organization, was at le
ast
psitially canted by difficulties with o
ne
of -the five SGA electronic voting







Horoscope   21
Dear Abby 18
Opinion Page 4
Sports 8, 7 , 8
Comics, Crossword 9
•Classifieds 13,13
Deaths & Funerals 14
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock
market leaped ahead today with the
Dow Jones industrial average bursting
through the 1,000 level again.
The closely watched average of 30
blue chips jumped 13.54 to 1,008.97 in the
first hour of trading, after a 13.14-point
rise on Tuesday.
Gainers opened up a 4-1 I ad over
losers among New Yo' s Stock
Exchange-listed issues.
Trading was active, ar J the ticker
tape that reports each trade of NYSE-
listed stocks ran as much as five
minutes late.
The Dow reached 1,000 for the first
time in more than three years on March
9, touching a closing peak of 1,003.31
two days later.
It then paused for a period of profit
taking and retrenchment, slipping back
into the 9704 last week.
Brokers said the market was
benefiting from a widespread feeling
that the economy's recovery from the
recession was gathering more strength
than had previously been expected.
Another plus was the government's
report that the nation had a record $1.4
billion surplus in its balance of in-
ternational payments last year
Retarded Children Association
March has been designated as
membership month for the Calloway
County Association for Retarded
Children, according to Mrs. Peggy
Williams, chairman of the membership
committee.
The Calloway County ARC needs
members as the funds help finance
research, education and training
programs that help the retarded
become productive, self supporting
members of the community, Mrs.
Williams said. Seventy-five to eighty
per cent of the retarded can be trained
to be self supporting and ten per cent
can be partially self supporting, the
chairman said.
The membership fee is five dollars
for adults and three dollars for
students Persons may send their check
for membership to Mrs. Boyd Nor-
worthy, Route Three. Renton, Ky.
42025 or for information call Mrs.
Williams, phone 753-9235 or 753-6622.
Membership can be sent throughout the
year.
Monthly meetings of the Calloway
County ARC are held each third
Tuesday at seven p.m. at the center at
702 Main Street, Murray. The
association has been instrumental in
organizing a Children's Comprehensive
Day Care Center and a newly organized
adult program in Murray. The program
also provides supplementary services
and materials for school aged retarded
children, said Fred Phillips, president
of the ARC.
"Mental retardation is the nuniber
one health problem today among
children in the United States. It can
happen in any family, rich or poor,
regardless of social or economic
background. No one is immune, but all
retarded children can be helped," the
president said.
• ••• 'At ad` %
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Miss Jacqulene Debbe Bullard
Mr. and Mrs. Homer G. Bullard, Route Two, Box 5,
Chestertown, Ind., annotmce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their youngest daughter, Jacquerie Debbe, to
William David Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hill of
Mayfield Route Seven.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Watkins
and the late David Saberlen of Murray, and Owen Bullard
and the late Pearl Bullard of luke, Miss. She is a 1974 high
school graduate of Hammond Baptist High School, Hammond,
Ind. She attended Hyles-Anderson Baptist College, and is now
attending Maxity State Universtiy majoring in secretarial
science.
Mr. Hill laths grind= ei Mr. and Mrs. EugenePaschall of
Murry Rade One and Mrs. Eva Hill and the late Ladle Hill
of Coldwater. He is a 1972 graduate of Farmington High
School and is presently employed at the General The and Rub-
ber Company, Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, May 28, at 7:30
p.m. at the Emmanuel Missionary Baptist Church, 121 Bypass,
Murray, with the pastor, Bro. Grandville Courtney, of-
ficiating. A reception will follow at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, Murray.
All friends and relatives of the bridal couple are invited to.
attend the ceremony and the reception. Only out of town in-
vitation will be sent.
for all occasions





MSC Amateur Radio Club
will meet at Ham Shack at
seven p.m.
Open house will be held
from 8:30 a.m. to three p.m. at
the Art Department of Murray
High School.
Student movies will be
shown at University School
Auditorium at six p.m.
Admission is fifty cents for
one or both.
Thursday, March 25
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Court House at
7:30p.m.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Brass Choir Concert,
directed by Prof. David
Elliott, will be at the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Building,
MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Student-directed one act
touring show, "The Flattering
World," will be at University
Theatre at eight p.m.
Admission by student ticket or
fifty cents.
Mrs. George Hart will be
hostess for the Magazine Club
at 2:30p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens.
National Organization for
Women (Now) will meet at the
United Campus Ministry at
7:30 p.m.
Cub Scout Pack 57 will have
its Pinewood Derby at Carter
School at seven p.m.
Murray Sub-District UMYF
will meet at Coldwater Church
at seven p.m.
Southwest Elementary
School will hold open house at
seven p.m., sponsored by the
PT(. Public is invited.,
Friday, March 26
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m.
Wedding plans have been
completed by Miss Donna
Faye Waldrup, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus
Waldrup, and Randy Milton
Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Wright.
The vows will be read on
Friday, March 26, at six p.m.
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ with Bro.
John Dale officiating.
Miss Waldrup has chosen
Miss Janie Duncan as her
maid of honor. Her
FREE!
WILDUFEAll'T STATIONERY
When you come in to see
our special showing of
Frame House Gallery
limited edition prints
For the next two weeks only
we're having a special exhibi
tion of magnificent Frame
House Gallery limited edition
wildlife prints. Many will be
on display for the first time
And if you're among the first
200 to come in to see them
you'll receive, absolutely free.
this unique wildlife art stationery
featuring color works by Frame
House Gallery artists
Don't Miss this opportunity to
see these fine Collector Prints
Remember, the supply is lirn
ited, so come in soon
.
, • 





PLUS! SAVE UP TO 20% ON THE FRAME



















Murray Shrine Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at 8:30
p.m. for a family style dinner.
Pamela Lynn Newsome-
Daniel Ray Turnage wedding
at Kirksey United Methodist




Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls will be at















1 cup thin strips onion
1-3rd cup chopped celery
1 dove garlic, minced
% teaspoon dried basil
In a large heavy pan, brown
the beef in the hot shortening;
pour off fat. Stir in soup, water,
onion, celery, garlic and bull.
Simmer, covered and stirring
occasionally, until meat is ten-
der — about 2 hours. SItim off
fat if necessary or desired.
Serve over noodles. Makes 4
servings — about Vs cup sauce
for each.
MA YFIELD PATIENT
Jerry G. Howard wasi
dismissed March 13 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
bridesmaids will be Miss
Theresa Dover, Miss Tressa
Brewer, cousin of the groom-
elect, and Miss Denna
Waldrup, sister of the bride-
elect. Miss Shelby Morgan,
cousin of the groom-elect, will
be the flower girl.
Mr. Wright has chosen his
brother, Larry Wright, as his
best man. Groomsmen will be
James Yates, Jody McCoart,
and Roger Lesley. Mikeal
York, cousin of the bride-
elect, will be the ringbearer.
Byran Johnson, cousin of the
groom-elect, will be the escort
for the flower girl.
The register will be kept by
Mrs. Carol Marine, cousin of
the groom-elect.
A reception will be held
immediately following the
ceremony in the Multi-
Purpose Room of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.









WeAkr1., ,rn t 9 4,
Sot. C. Sun 1f9
A membership of sixty-two students is recorded in the North Calloway Junior Beta Club. To be eligible for mem-
bership, a student must maintain an average of 90 or above and be in the sixth, seventh or eighth grade. Sponsors
of the club at North Calloway School are Mrs. Patricia Lassiter and Mrs. Lucille Potts.
Miss Donna Waldrup Is Honored
With Shower At Community Room
Miss Donna Waldrup, bride-
elect of Randy Milton Wright,
was honored with a bridal
shower on Monday, March 15,
at seven p. m. at the Corn-
Zeta Department
Meets Thursday
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday evening,
March 25 at the club house.
Representatives of the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife will present the
program. These "outdoor
ambassadors" were so well
received last year, they have
been asked to return with
another program.
The winners of the essay
contest, sponsored by the Zeta
Department, will be honored
ot this meeting.
Hostesses are: Mrs. John T.
Irvan, Mrs. Codie Caldwell,
Mrs. H. C. Denham, Mrs.















munity Room of the Federal
Savings and Loan Building,
Murray.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Troy Bogard, Mrs. Johnny
Walston, and Mrs. Zelma
York, all aunts of the bride-
elect.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a long red dress
of velvet and lace and was
presented with a corsage of
white carnations and red and
white candy strip ribbons with
silver wedding bands at-
tached.
The bride-elect opened her
many lovely gifts which had
been placed on two long tables
overlaid with white cloths
adorned with an arrangement
of pink carnations with
greenery.
Games were played and
refreshments of punch, nuts,
mints, and cake were served.
Approximately sixty per-
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The annual meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club was
held in the club house Monday
morning, March 22, when
reports from the ten depar-
tments were heard and
election of officers was held.
About 60 members and guests
were served brunch before the






was a guest of the club Sunday
night and at the morning
meeting. She spoke to the
group on "What Would George
Washington, Benjamin
Franklin and Thomas Jef-
ferson think if they could
return." There were three
former governors of the First
District present. They were
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Murray,
who also served as state
president; Mrs. Rex
Benefield, Boaz; Mrs. Bill
Peak, Mayfield and Mrs.
George Hart, Murray. Mrs.
LaFollette, president of the
Murray Club, is serving as
governor. Accompanying
Mrs. Dammert was her
mother, Mrs. Charles Doyle.
Officers Elected
Elected to serve the coming
year are the following of-
ficers: Mrs. Bob Billington,
president; Mrs. Donald E.
Jones, first vice; Mrs. Donald





Sirs. James Kline, treasurer.
Mrs. Don Keller, nominating
chairman, presented the slate
of officers.
Contest Winners
Local winners in the con-
tests that will be judged in the
District contest before going
to state appeared on the
program. Mrs. Brent But-
terworth from the Home
Elected to serve the coming year as offices of the Murray Woman's Oub are from
left Mrs. Bob (Peggy) Billington, president Mrs. Donald E. (Bonnie) Jones, first vice; Mrs.
Donald (Cecilia) Brock, second vice Mrs. Gary (Brenda) Marquardt, recording secretary;
Mrs. James (Helen) Kline, treasurer and Mrs. Henry (Dorothy) McKenzie, corresponding
secretary.
Winners of contests by the Murray Woman's Club who are eligible for district con-
tests are, kit to right, Mrs. Brent Butterworth, adult sewing, Miss Cindy Gould, student
sewing, and Miss Ann Gregory, music




1. Pkk up your anrry blank at Conrad's 2. Write in SO words or lass "why I would
like to win a lawny Genii, organ." 3. Ends midnight, April 30, 1976 4. D•ciston
of lodges final 5. Contestant's entry Wawa, the property of Conrad's.
MURRY OUT ... "YOU" SAY IN TIN INC WINNINIII
CONRAD'S WAN
OMR( PLAZA MURRAY 153-1424
Department, modeled a two-
piece suit made of spring Pink
fabric. Miss Cindy Gould,
Murray High School arid
student of Mrs. Lucy Lilly,
modeled a four piece suit- a
reversible coat, blouse, pants
and skirt. Miss Ann Gregory
played her contest winning
piano selection - "Black Key
Etude" by Chopin. Miss
Gregory is the daughter of
Atty. and Mrs. John Gregory.
Miss Gould is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gould.
Visitors from the Hazel
Woman's Club were Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth, president
and Mrs. Bob Washer.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn led
the pledge of allegiance to the
flag. Mrs. Henry McKenzie
gave the thanks.
Past presidents of the
Murray Club present at the
meeting were Mesdames C. C.
Lowry, Don Keller, J. I.
Hosick, J. Matt Sparkman,




representatives gave a two-
minute report of the activities
engaged in the past year.
Reporting were: Mrs. Charles
Robertson for Alpha chair-
man, Mrs. June Smith; Mrs.
Farouk Umar, Creative Arts;
Mrs. Garnett Jones, for Mrs.
Edwin Strohecker, Delta
chairman; Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn for Mrs. Ronald Cella,
Garden chairman; Mrs. Fil R.
Boston, for Mrs. Carl
Harrison, Home chairman;
Mrs. Dan W. Miller for Mrs.
Robert L. Warren, Kappa
chairman; Mrs. Donald Brock
for the Music Department;
Mrs. W. J. Pitman for the
Sigma Department, Mrs.
Tommy Alexander, chair-
man; Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,
chairman of the Theta; Mrs.
Donald E. Jones for Mrs.
Salvatore Matarazzo,
chairman of the Zetas.
Mrs. Charles Hoke gave the
treasurer's report and kitchen
standing. Mrs. Sparkman
gave a review of the house
improvements.
What Leaders Think?
Mrs. Dammert, in her clear
enunciation and choicy words,
opened her address by calling
to attention Pearl Harbor,
assassination of President
John F. Kennedy and other
tragedies by asking if the
members remembered what
they were doing and where
they were when the news
came about the two events.
Then she recalled many
national and family tragedies
of the past two hundred years.
She wondered what the
pioneer leaders —
Washington, Jefferson and
Franklin would think could
they come to the United States
now. Then she wondered what
may happen in the future. She
mentioned the grand or too
grand situations; the VIP
treatments, the highways,
planes, high speed vehicles. "I
wonder if we are not too busy
to remember the heritage
these men and others left us,"
she asked. Then, "what would
these leaders think about our
moral and spiritual
behavior?" she asked.
The state president urged
that each person become
involved in doing something
for the country. "I'm tired of
letting George do it. Are you
satisified with what George
did?" She urged the women to
examine the leaders and
candidates to see what they
have in mind to do for this
country. Through the efforts
of club women, they could
make this country truly "One




reports, said, "One reason I
returned to Murray from
Athens, Ohio, is this Murray
Woman's Club. I have been
challenged by the cooperation
and good work that has been
done by the departments."
Mrs. C. C. Lowry spoke briefly
and commended Mrs.
LaFollette on her leadership.
The audience stood and ap-
plauded the president who has
served the past two years and
will retire in April.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mark Watkins of Hazel
Route One has been dismissed
from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Donald Dammert president of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, is
shown seated with Mrs. A. C LaFollette, Murray president and First District Governor,
in the center table near the fireplace as the group heard the piano contest winner,
Miss Ann Gregory. About sixty persons were present for the brunch held by the





No Table Games At
Center On Thursday
The Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to noon only on
Thursday, March 25, for the
Senior Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County.
Verona Grogan, director,
said the center will close at
noon in order for special
cleaning of the carpet. No
table games will be played at




The Woman's Club of
Paducah will hold its annual
five state (Ky., Mo., Ill., Ohio,
Term.) Spring Art Exhibition
at the Paducah City Hall.
Entries will be accepted
there March 23 from 2:00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m. and March n
from 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Entry fees will be 82.00 for
each piece of art work or three
for $5.00 Cash and me
chandise prizes will be for the
winners.
The show will be open for
public viewing April 4 through
10 , and no admission will be
charged.
The Reidland AcapPe la
Choir will sing on opermg
day, April 4, at 2:00 p.m.
GOOD RAarr3
Forming good eating habits
is one of the foundations for
good health that parents can
pass along to their children.
To heiP your preschooler eat
well, serve small portions of
food. Serve his food at
medium temperaturt, neither
too hot nor too cold Finger
food., easy to handle. irOfit
well. Season food moderately.
heehaw Of bed MARIE Chillier
The committee chairmen of McLemore, Robert Douglas,
Local Chapter of the National C. 0. Bondurant, Max B Hurt,
Association of Retired Van Valentine, and Norman
Federal Employees met Klapp.
Thursday, March 18, at 9:30
a.m. at the Triangle Inn.
M.C. Garrott will be the
guest speaker at the luncheon
for members and guests at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
on Friday, March 26, at 11:30
a.m. Mr. Garrott, Director of
InformatiOn and Public
Services at Murray State
University, has been a writer
and newspaper editor for 35
years with the exception of
five years serving with the U.
S. Army during World War II.
The guest speaker was
associated with the Mayfield
Messenger, the Harlan Daily
Enterprise, the St. Louis Star-
Times, the Ralston Purina
Company, and Morehead
State University before
coming to Murray. He is a
member of the First Baptist
Church, the Murray Rotary
Club, and writes a column,
"Garrott's Galley," for the
Murray Ledger di Times.
C. 0. Boridurant, NARFE
presdient, urges all members
to attend the Friday luncheon
meeting.
Present at the committee
meeting were Mrs. Gussie
Adams, Messrs 0. C.
A clean eye dropper kept in
the kitchen comes in hasdy
when only a few drops of fitod












iffy kits:Wry, Ord% Cress
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We also take orders
for Wicker
Squash Blossom
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R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
tAttanals old athdithallatt articles on this page are presented for
vie purpose ciproviding a hewn for the tree exeitange of differing
...pUt10111 totters to the editor in response to editorials and
..hulionated articles are encouraged
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lin Russia it took 39 million firrmers to
V their country and they still had to
*port 400 million bushels of American
vibeat.
'put the United States needs only 31/4
nplion farmers to feed the entire
*ion, and feed us better, and still
pioduce a surplus to export. How?
Highly productive machinery
dhveloped by American manufacturers
and well used by American farmers
working to make a profit.
In South America it takes 23 million
farmers to feed their 191 million
people; in Africa 97 million to feed their
341 millions. And socialist nations in
both continents depend on capitalist
America to keep them alive.
The Russians and others may (may!)
enjoy their ideology, but it isn't very
filling until capitalism in search of




One of the more interesting
t) reports has to be the
about 44 of the nation's
eral judges suing the US.
r fatter paychecks.
k The judges claim they are
'tieing cheated by inflation, and
*lot of people will get in line on
tbat point.
:?. The suit was filed in the US.
q:ourt of Claims. A statement
the judges mentions that no
edge of that court "is included
I
a plaintiff in the lawsuit"
ough any decision in favor of
plaintiffs would favor all
eral judges. A clear conflict
cit interests?
Lin the unusual reversal of
&les from judge to plaintiff,
* group base their suit,
diuning the United States as
sigendant, on a constitutional
grovision that pay for the
lifetime appointed judges
'titan not be diminished."...
The Associated Press report
Aid that some federal judges
r* involved in the lawsuit said
teey were against the idea of
Witeauing turd'OeStiOUed the
ethics of such a step. One judge
4kid most judges ask to be
filmed to the bench, and if they
lion't like the salary they could
nitsign. He could be speaking to
oot of outside observers, too,
aiyl there doeset ever seem to
lie a lack of candidates willing
t* serve any time a federal
jUdgeship comes open—which
41, rarely since they are ap-
iibinted on a lifetime basis.
:While a lot of people can have
ttnPaion has been cutting downthy with the fact that in-
the spending power of any kind
Ot salary, it is difficult for many
of them to visualize people on
Slaries in their range as being
;-•
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4. 0. lei IS, 1110eps, Ky. 4211111
anywhere near a hardship
status.
And that's not allowing for
the generous fringe benefits




If the federal judges really
want to get the people on their
side, they could sue Congress to
stop the wild deficit federal
spending policy that is the
primary cause of the inflation
problem in the first place.
That's one every hard-
pressed wage earner would be
pulling for them to win.





religion and superstition linger on in
Russia. In a remote corner of a
Leningrad cemetery, around an in-
comspicuous grave, children and
women from teen-age to old age gather..
regularly in silence. They pray, cross
.therriselveis and walk around the iiist4n.
a circle, chanting a prayer for "the
fulfillment of all wishes." Quickly, they
drop written notes on the white slabs
covering the grave. "Dear sacred
simple Anna," the notes ofen read,
"help me get an apartment with a
balcony.. Cure my husband of
drinking...Help me pass my
examinations." In some parts of the
Soviet Union, especially the Asian
sector, folk medicine is still widely
praticed but every region has its own
beliefs, sayings and practices handed
down from generation to generation.
Many of the superstitions are familiar
to Americans-knocking on wood for
good luck or throwing a pinch of salt
over the left shoulder after spilling
some on the floor. Seeing a black cat is
bad luck, but so is having a rabbit cross
your path, killing a cockroach, seeing a
woman with an empty pail, whistling in
a house or stubbing your right foot-the
left one brings good luck. The number
13 is to be avoided. Other habits seem
more natural for a Latin country than
cold Russia. A girl walking down the
street or standing on a bus or street car
will be patted lightly on the bottom by a
man and have her dress or coat pulled
slightly. This is suppossd to insure the
girl will be loved. The girl who sits at
the corner of a table will not be married
for seven years. Among Jews there is
the additional fear that a girl married
on a rainy day will be a "nosber," one
who eats all the time. ( L A. Times)
The new Sunday School teacher had
just finished a lesson on the Ten
Commandments and was; rather
pleased with the children's response
"And now," said she, "let's have a little
memory test. Who can recite a Com-
mandment that has only 4 words in it?"
A hand shot up immediately. "Yes,
Paul?" said the teacher. "Keep off the
grass."
Parson: "I've brought back that
secondhand car you sold me."
Salesman: "What's the matter, Par-
son? Can't you drive it?" Parson: "Not
and stay in the ministry!"
...And two young writers in England
advertise in the Church Times there.
They'll write a sermon to order for five
dollars.
A Stafford clergyman's housekeeper,
who says her ancestors used to eat
priests, has received a merit award
from the Pope. (Staffs, Eng., Sentinel)
OPEN
FORUM
(Opinions expensed in this column are those of the wrtter Ind do not
necesserily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger S Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed is this
colunui are encouraged to rrNpund with. Letter To The Editor.)
The Meaning
Of Lent
By the Rev. Henry McKenzie
Lent began on Ash Wednesday,
March 3, and continues until Palm
Sunday on April 11, which is followed by
Holy Week. Lent is a period set apart as
a preparation for Easter which this
year falls on April 18.
The word "Lent" in English derives
its name from the Anglo-Saxon word
"lencten" which, referring to the
lengthening of the days, had come to
mean "spring." In Latin the name is
quadragesimum, which means "40."
The French is careme; the Germans
call it "fasting-time"-Fastenzeit.
The number of days in this
preparatory period varied during the
first few centuries of the church, but
finally became established as forty
days, symbolizing the period during
which Jesus was tempted in the
wilderness just before beginning his
public ministry. This number was so
dear to Christians because of their
Lord's forty-day fast in the wilderness
that it never occurred to them that
there was no basic analogy between
Christ's postbaptisnal fast, and the
prebaptismal fast required of
catechumens, since in early centuries it
was a time of preparation for baptism.
Those who desired to become
Christians were involved in an
educational preparation in the meaning
of the Christian faith. Baptism itself
took place on Easter Eve. Those
already Christians shared in this
preparation by deepening their
awareness of the meaning of faith, and
by actions that would make them more
ready to take part in the events of Holy
Week and Easter.
The confusion over the settlement of
forty days as the Lenten period,
together with the Lenten discipline laid
The Murray Ledger & Times
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on penitents, resulted in changing a
season of joyful meditation upon the
mighty and redeeming acts of God, into
a season of sorrow and soul-searching
penitence.
Lent became a time for thinking of
their sinfulness, of seeking a deeper
level of repentance, of trying, with
God's help, to reach a new intensity of
Christian living. They came to Holy
Week with an awareness of the
necessity for God's action in order that
man could be redeemed. Aware of sin,
they were also able to rejoice deeply in
the deliverance from sin made sure in
the resurrection of Jesus Christ the
Lord.
Sometimes the deeper meaning of
Lent has become lost today in petty
things such as the "giving-up" of foods
and habits that some people fully intend
to resume after Easter. Such attempts
to prove that one can go without certain
things can be both temporary and
negative. Lent is meant to be a
reorientation of life around one's
baptismal vows, so that the Christian
may more truly and sincerely par-
ticipate in both the death and
resurrection of Christ, signified for him
once in his Baptism, and continually as
he takes part in the Lard's Supper.
Emphasis during Lent, therefore, is
not on the paramount doctrines of our
Christian theology, such as God, the
Bible, prayer, and the Kingdom of God.
These are fundamental, but Lent is
Christ-centered--on His ministry and
sacrifice and resurrection. Lent should
not be a "giving-up" of material
satisfactions but the consecration of life
to the sacrificial Lord and Master. It is
a time of rededication and spiritual
devotion.
'MARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens at all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—
fast If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dept." Ohio 45411. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I am 58 years old, and I
have been drawing Social Security
disability for three years. I am on
Medicare, but I do not know much
about it. Can you tell me about your
Heartline's "Guide to Medicare"
R.S.T.
Answer: Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare" is a very easy to understand
explanation of the entire Medicare
program. This booklet is written in a
question and answer form. In addition
to facts on the Medicare program,
Hearline has included a section
showing some of the iirdblem
areas of the Medicare program. You
can obtain this booklet by sending $1.50
to Heartline's "Guide to Medicare,"
8514 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415.
This book is completely guaranteed and
if you are not satisfied you may return
it within 30 days for a full refund.
Please allow 30 days for delivery.
Heartline: My father receives SSI
and was recently notified he received
more money than he should have and
that he would have to repay the extra
benefits. He didn't know he was
overpaid and has spent all the money.
How can he be expected to pay hack
what he doesn't ha ve? — T.M.
Answer: The law requires that Social
Security attempt to recover any
overpaid funds. However, if your father
Es without fault, or if the recovery of the
funds would defeat the purpose of SSI it
is possible recovery may be waived. If
your father feels these conditions exist,
he ought to contact his local Social
Security office and request a waiver of
the overpayment.
Heartline: I've been hospitalized for
over a month, and I have no idea when
O r if I'll be able to go back to work
again. When can I start getting Social
Security disability benefits' —B.W
Answer: Benefits begin after a
waiting period of five full calendar
Isn't It The Truth
Here follow three more things that
are impossible to believe; when a wife
says she never listens to gossip, when a
husband says be never looks at other
SIOnlile, and when the Democrats say
they are different from Republicans
months of disability. Therefore, the
first payment is for the sixth full month
of disability. Call or write your Social
Security office to arrange for filing
your disability claim now so that a
decision can be made on your claim at
the earliest possible time.
Heartline: I only have three quarters
of work under Social Security. I will be
65 on June 28, 1976. My husband will be
62 in March of 1976. He will not start to
draw Social Security until he is 65,
which will be in 1979. Is there any way
that I can get Medicare when I become
65?—V.B.
Answer: When your husband
becomes age 62, then he should go to
your local Social Security office and
sign up for Social Security. He should
tell them that he does not want to start
drawing Social Security at this time. At
the same time, you should sign up for
Medicare. This will enable you to
receive Medicare Part A free and pay
$6.70 per month for Part B. Part B will
go up to $7.20 per month in July of 1976
For a personal reply to your
questions to Heartline, please enclose
a stamped, self-addressed envelope
VAN CURON
Agree Or Not
This Session The Best
In Recent Memory
By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT—Veteran observers
here have judged this session of the
General Assembly the best in recent
memory.
They say it has "been conservative
but aggressive" in most instances
although it may have appeared to the
reading public that it dawdled too much
before the last two weeks when the
crunch started on floor action on the
bills.
The real work, unnoticed by the
majority of the public, was done in
committee meetings. Committees met
three mornings each week, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, until the last
two weeks. Many of the committees
have met daily, or had special meetings
In the closing days.
More than 1,400 bills were introduced,
but only about 400 have made it through
passage. Many of these were duplicates
or companion bills, one introduced in
each branch. Many were on related
subjects and this is where much of the
committee work was done. Substitute
bills were drafted in committee in-
cluding the best features of two or more
bills on the same subject.
People interested in bWs, as well as
lobbyists, spent much time in hearings
before these conunittees to oppose or
urge clearance of the bill from com-
mittee for a vote on the floor.
Two of the most controversial issues
during the 60-day session were school
busing 'and the Equal Rights Amend-
ment. These are emotional issues and
have drawn a great amount of attention
and interest among the citizens.
Women across the state organized to
get a resolution passed to rescind the
state's approval of the Equal Rights
Amendment, done in a special session
in 1972. Women also are organized on
retention of the approval. This
emotional issue has drawn more mail
than any other topic before the
legislature.
The House passed the resolution to
rescind approval, but it was finally
bottled up in a Senate Committee in the
closing days. Then the House took a
10 Years Ago
The faculty of Murray High School
will complete a year of study with the
visit by an evaluation team of the
Southern Association of Secondary
Schools and Colleges two days next
week.
Airman Third Class John C. Adlich
has graduated from the training course
for U.S. Air Force electrical power
production specialists at Sheppard Air
Force Base, Texas.
Deaths reported include Clete
Phillips and Mrs. Victoria Lanetta
Crum.
Murray students named as officers in
sororities at Murray State College
include Ruth Fulkerson and Mary Lou
Smith, Alpha Sigma Alpha; Marion
Belote, Andrea Lassiter, and Kay
Wallis, Alpha Omicron Pi.
The Calloway County Singing Con-
vention will be held March 27 at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Senate-passed bill on a constitutional
amendment and substituted Equal
Rights rescission as an amendment,
leaving only the number, title, and
enactment clause of the original bill.
Much of the time in the last week was
spent on this bill by some of those who
support rescission. Lt. Gov. Thelma
Stovall strongly opposes this move.
After the House amended the Senate
bill, the only action then required on it
for final passage was approval of the
amendment and this took only one day,
instead of the three required for
passage of a bill.
While these two issues drew a lot of
attention, newsmen, and legislators
who are lawyers discussed the
questions at length in talk fests.
Crosstown busing in Louisville was
ordered by the federal court, and many
question whether the legislature could
do anything about that question.
The same is true of the Equal Rights
Amendment. There is a question,
whether a state can withdraw its ap-
proval of a federal constitutional
amendment once its legislature has
approved it.
There has been no court test on this
latter issue. Another question arose last
week when the language of the joint
resolution, once it had been killed in the
Senate, was substituted for the
language in the Senate bill.
The question is, will the federal
courts accept a bill? The Consitution
requires that any action for approval of
a constitutional amendment take the
form of a resolution. Thirty eight states
must ratify a constitutional amend-
ment before it becomes part of the
federal document.
Bible Thought
It is good for me that 1 have
been afflicted; that I might learn thy
statutes. Psalm 1 19:71 .
Suffering can be a merciful teach-
er when it causes us to trust in God.
'
20 Years Ago
The second Juvenile Jury was held in
the Circuit Court room with Judge
Waylon Rayburn presiding. Three
students from each of the city and
county high schools made up the juries
that tried the cases.
Don Bolt, former newspaper man and
commentator for NBC radio, will speak
at a joint meeting of the Rotary, Lions,
and YBMC civic clubs on March 27 at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Daisy
Taylor, age 78, John Sellers, age 83, and
James Otis Wrather, age 84.
The Calloway County Singing Con-
vention will be held March 25 at
ICirksey High School auditorium.
Pamela Kay Garland was honored at
a party on her ninth birthday on March
17 by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
Garland.
Let's Stay Well
The sex drive IS powerful. and
nature has arranged intercourse
and conception cleverly and
securely to assire perpetuation
of the human race. Modern
icience has not designed a per-
fed preverdion against fertiliza-
tion.
In spite of all eforta to the con-
trary. population has increased
in most of the world. More per-
sore inhabit the earth now than
at any previous time. Even with
more food and modem tranapx-
tation and communication,
about 10,000 persins die daily
from etervation. The outlook is
for this grave problem to worsen
rather than lessen.
In other words the designs
which nature created to assure
survival of the race under
canditions are so effectiw
that they endanger the civilized
earth with overpopulation
For the male sex partner, a
limited number at procedures
are available to prevent fer-
tilization at intercourse inter-
rupted coitts (an unsure practice
of withdrawal at the time of
The Complexities
Of Contraception
By FJ L Blasingaine. M.D.
male orgasm), the wearing of a
• condom, and vasectomy, a
minor operation to cut and tie off
the tubes which convey the
sperm from the testicles.
Research continues on a male
contraceptive pill, but it is not
available for general use.
The female bears a considera-
ble burden in contraception. If
she has regular menstxual cy-
cles, she can have intercourse
without fear of pregnancy dur-
ing the "safe- period which oc-
curs when she has pasted an egg
for the month, usually by the 16th
day after the start of her pre-
vious menstrual period.
Chemical contraceptives con-
sist of jellies or supposnones
(foam and dissolve) which are
inserted high into the vagina
prior to sexual intercourse.
A mechanical barrier, a
diaphragm. is also available. It is
often convered with jelly and in-
serted into the upper vagina to
cover the cervix and prevent
sperm from entering the OM.
A deeming douche can be taken
later.
The pill (a combination of the
sex hormones progesterone and
estrogen) is the mod widely wed
and effective contraceptive for
women. These hormones cause
blood clotting complications in
some users and are regarded as
contraindicated in women over
age 40 and in Mame who are
troubled with migraine.
Intrauterine devices BUD, are
worn in the uterine cavity. While
IUDs are safer than the pill, they
are lens certain in prevention of
fertilization. An Unproved IUD
containing progesterone has now
become available. IUDs must be
inserted by a physician and
replaced about once a year.
A woman can have her tubes
hgated at the time of surgery or
by a speciai relatively minor
operation through her ab-
dominal wall just below the um-
bilicus
Human frailty and the lark of
will to use what is available ac-
• in part for the failure of
contraceptive program&
1
Q: Mrs, EM., a you* mother
with her first child, is worried
that her threeniontli-eid baby
continues to have pinches of
scaly areas in the scalp and won-
ders what can be done besides
oiling , and brushing the scalp.
She wants to know how long the
trouble will persist.
k Your baby probably has
cradle cap, and it should disap-
pear by the time your baby is a
year old. Try cleaning with soap
and water daily, as well as
brushing and oiling Your physi-
cian can is!ve you a salve which
will soften and speed up removal
of the scales, but this will proba-
bly not be needed
(ir. Mrs D.D soya that her
mother, over age 65, is in need of
a routine check-up and ask'
whether it would be covered by
MedA. scareCheck-ups or such general
examinations made to see if dal-
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bit By The Associated Press
c!, 'Take me out to the ballgame
•... even if it's only an
exhibition game.
, And there will be, no fewer
(him 13 games 1 "the
Grapefruit and Cactus
Leagues today with all 24
major league teams scheduled
for action.
Only three exhibitions have
„been played so far. Two of
„them took place Tuesday; the
Baltimore Orioles downed the
Philadelphia Phillies 4-2 while
the Chicago White Sox scored
four unearned runs off Doc
Medich in the ninth inning and
: -trimmed the Pittsburgh
%Pirates 6-2.
While the talks between the
'layers' union and the club
:owners resume in New York
.,today, they will be shunted
aside — unless unanticipated
progress is made — as the true
baseball fan finally gets his
long-awaited supply of hits,
runs and errors.
Meanwhile, free agent
• pitcher Andy Messersmith
,doesn't seem to be as popular
as he once was with teams
seeking his services. The
,world champion Cincinnati
,tReds said Tuesday they have
fturned down a chance to sign
' the hard-throwing right-
bander for $1.5 million over
Jour years. And the Atlanta
.Braves said they would with-
....draw their offer if Messer-
smith doesn't make a decision
• !soon.
But Messersmith's agent,
Herb Osmond, said he ex-
,pected the pitcher to sign a
million-dollar pact within a
week.
The Reds disclosed they
rejected a proposal to give
Messersmith a bonus and a
four-year, no-cut contract.
"To sign him under these
terms is poor business," said
, Bob Howsam, club president.
. "No club in our industry can
truly afford this and survive."
And Ted Turner, new owner
. of the Braves, said, "Our offer
to Messersmith will be
withdrawn within the next few
days if we haven't received a
decision from lilm."
Other clubs in the bidding
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MAN OF ME NOM—David litighos (caster tbo piston) is mobbed by his teammates after
Marti, s 'madden bow ia lb. smash inning to tie the gnaw against 
Nortinvestorn. The
gonevii be soinplotod this ofterwooa.
NE RRDS TOO—la oddities to pitching four sparkins inninp, Did Allogrotti of lAorray
 State
also mode a ample of sparkling defensive plays. Non, Otos satddesa a smash 
back toward deo
box, Ailogrotti ?brows to first. Moving in hes third is freshman Rollie Caortwoy
.
(SSeV Plied try Nis Ildindse)
Full Schedule Of 13 Games
Set In Citrus League Today
New York Yankees, St. LOUIS
Cardinals and San Diego
Padres.
"We hope this will all end
the end of this week or the
start of next week," Osmond
;aid.
Among Tuesday's satisfied
players, though, were All-Star
catcher Thurman Munson of
the Yankees, Baltimore pit-
cher Mike Torres and out-
fielder Jerry Morales of the
Chicago Cubs.
Hughes, Gelder Save 'Breds
By Ripping Dramatic Homers
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
David Hughes looked up at
the scoreboard then glanced
down at Bill Solomon who was
coaching third base. Nor-
thwestern led Murray Slate 11-
4 and as Hughes looked down
to get his sign, he had one
thought in mind.
In came a high-hanging
curve ball on a 1-1 pitch. Out
went ,he ball, far over the
fence in rightfield and Murray
State had just tied the game at
8-8 on the grandslam homerun
by Hughes.
The game ended in a Lie
because of darkness. But
Hughes' shot wasn't all of the
fun. The first game was,
perhaps, more fun as Murray
cruised to a 12-1 win over
Chicago.
But oh, that second game.
After Hughes' homer in the
bottom of the seventh tied it,
Northwestern touched walk-
on reliever John Skorusa for a
pair of runs in the top of the
eighth logo ahead 10-8.
Then came the real fun
when Murray came to bat in
the home half of the inning,
needing two runs to Lie it and
three to win.
Junior first baseman Don
Walker led off the frame with
a walk then pinch-hitter Robin
Courtaey popped out to the
catcher. Stan Geisler, a junior
shortstop who had been hitting
at a Ape clip on the season but
had not hit any homers yet,
did just that.
Geisler unloaded on a
fastball and the ball sailed
high and far over the building
in left to tie .he score at 10-10.
Marvin Kiel then flied out for
the second out of the inning.
Former Murray High star
catcher Mike Ca they doubled
into the alley in rightcenter
then Gene Steuber and Hughes
both walked and that filled the
sacks.
After a duel that lasted
nearly five minutes, ' the
Northwestern pitcher barely
got the best of Jack Perconte.
Perconte, who had hudiei ed In
113
('it 1{I{ kl 1.1 1)1,1 It I 1N11
Robey Had Jitters As
Bad As Anyone For UK
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's championship
victory in the National
Invitation Tournament gave
the jitters to every player on
the Learn, but perhaps one who
couldn't play was more upset
than anybody.
Rick Robey, a 6-foot-10
sophomore from New Orleans,
was allowed to dress for the
game, but a knee injury he
suffered earlier in the season
kept him off the floor.
"Just being an athlete, you
want to play," he said
Tuesday. "And when you're
sitting there watching with
Mike ( Phillips) in foul trouble,
then James ( Lee) and then
Jack (Givens), then you've
got to think maybe this is the
chance for you to go in and
play."
The three-man front line for
Keniticky had to be removed
when each player had four
fouls with plenty of time left in
:he game and the University
of North Carolina-Charlotte
apparently in control.
A. the time, Kentucky's
biggest men on the floor were
6-fool-4, runts by modern
basketball standards.
"If they had put me in,"
Robey said, "we wouldn't
have had the timing, but they
would hav wanted my size for
rebounding.
"I'm sure Coach (Joe) Hall
didn't want to play me
because if something would
have happened there would
have been a lot of talk about
L," Robey said.
"It really wasn't worth it for
just that one game," he added.
Robey was Kentucky's big
gun last season, and was
expected to bolster the squad
this year, but was injured in
the first game after New
Year's Day, reinjured two
days later, and, after a two-
week layoff, injured on the
same leg again.
It spelled the end of his
playing time this season.
However, HaIl took him to
New York for the final NIT
game, and Robey would have
made the trip earlier except
for a bout with the flu.
, he win against Chicago,
drove the ball to dead center
where it was caught back on
, he warning track.
That ended the inning and
.he game was called because
of darkness. It will be picked
up again this afternoon in the
;op of the ninth inning.
Northwestern jumped out to
a 7-0 lead after three innings
against righthander Kim
Burns. Murray got on the
scoreboard in the fourth when
rightfielder John
Siemanowski slammed a pitch
over tlie fence in left to make
i.7-3.
Northwestern added a run in
,he .op of the seventh before
Murray exploded for five in
the game with four of the runs
coming on Hughes' grand
slam.
In the first contest. Chicago
got a lone tally in the first
frame off righthander Dick
Allegretti and that was all the
northern visitors got the rest
of the game.
Allegretti worked the first
four frames and got credit for
the win. He allowed three hits
while fanning two and walking
one. Glen Petersen, a senior
righthander from
Elizabethtown, worked the
final three innings, giving up
one hit in a beautiful relief
stint.
Murray got all the runs they
needed in the first with
Courtney getting an RBI walk,




the fifth, one of the more
exciting moments of the day
occurred.
With Murray leading 7-land
a runner on base, Perconte
murdered a pitch. The ball
tailed off and went foul, far out
in rightfield.
Guess what happened on the
next pitch. No, he didn't strike
out, as is the usual case when
a guy barely misses a
homerun.
Instead, Perconte hit the
ball even harder and it sailed
far over the fence in right for a
two-run shot, boosting the
'Breds to a 9-1 lead.
Perconte had three hits in
four plate appearances in the
contest, raising his team-
leading average to .433.
Murray will carry a 6-3
record into the continuation
game with Northwestern
today.
As soon as that game is
over, the 'Breds will play
Northwestern in a regular
game then at approximately
3:45 p.m., will face Chicago.
The 'Breds will be playing the
same two teams Thursday and
Friday before hosting Middle
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Television commentators
speculated on his possible play
in the final game when
Kentucky lost all its height,
and that thought certainly
crossed Robey's mind.
"I didn't think I was up to
what I was (before the injury)
because my leg just got out of
the cast three weeks ago and
it's still a little weak," he said.
"It was best how it came
out. We did win it, so I'm
happy for the other 10 guys,"
Robey said.
Colonels Vault Into
Third Place In League
LOUISVILLE ( AP) —
Defense isn't a 48-minute-a-
game obsession with the
Kentucky Colonels, but Jan
van Breda Kolff is trying to
change all that
The lanky 6-foot-8 van Breda
Kolff slapped some old
fashioned nose-to-nose
defense on Denver's spec.
tacular rookie David
Thompson and, not coin-
cidentally, gave error-plagued
Kentucky a big push toward a
118-117 overtime victory over
the Nuggets Tuesday night.
The win, Kentucky's ninth in
its last 11 games, allowed the
Colonels to slip past struggling
San Antonio into third place in
the American Basketball
Association.
In the only other ABA game
Tuesday night, Indiana nipped
San Antonio 107-104.
"I tried to overplay him for
the most part," said van
Breda Kolff, and the move
apparently worked. He
limited Thompson, who led all
scorers with 34 points, to just
one field goal in the final 17
minutes of play.
While others tried, and
failed, to stop Thompson
earlier in the game, van Breda
Kolff was taking mental notes
that he used in the final
period.
"I was guessing a little bit I
knew that he wanted to go to
his right, so I was cheating a
little that way so that he would
have to force his shot."
Pacers 107, Spurs 104
Four points by Billy Knight
In the final 10 seconds gave
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Versatile — set for any type
rug or carpet, power brush,
disposable bags .. powerful
beater and strong suction.
• Only 28" wide and el high
fi No defrosting in
refrigerator or freezer
required
• Convenient door shelves
in refrigerator and freezer
• Three full width
cabinet shelves
• Two ice 'n Easy trays for
easy-out cubes
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Racer Women Crush Memphis In Dual Meet
The Murray State women's
track team opened their
outdoor season in convincing
fashion at Stewart Stadium
Tuesday afternoon by
crushing Memphis State
University 103-36 in a dual
meet.
It was one of the most
successful days ever for
Murray State women's track
as several school records fell
and several of Murray's
outstanding runners qualified
for the nationals.
The first event on the day
was the 440-yard relay where
the Racer women won with a
49.5, setting a new school
record and missing by just .1
DM'S
Headquarters For Tires, Service, & Batteries
"TRACTION
TORQUE"
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idle-type bleckwall, plus $2.42
F.E.T., and tire off yaw vehicle.
• Built to take tough riding
in style . . gives you long-
wearing dependable mileage.
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Tube-type Mackwall, plus $2.76
F.E.T., and tire off your vehicle
• Deep-biting "Z"-shaped
tread keeps you going in the
toughest terrain ...long-wear-
ing tire givg& dependable
mileage.
FOR SMALL TRACTORS
112 24 4-ply rating
plus $3.31 F.E.T.and
tire off your tractor'
• Angle-braced lug design reinforces lugs the way
corrugations reinforce steel.
• Long, slow rate of wear — tapered lugs actually get
wider as they wear down.
• Tough, reinforced cord body combines resilience
and strength for bruise resistance in the field.
• Heavy-duty rim shield adds layer of extra-tough




12.45 38 4-ply rating
plus $5.44 F.E.J. and




115 x 38 8-ply rating
plus $7.72 F.E.T. and
tire off your tractor






• Made wide Greater ground
contact lets the tire "float"
on top of the soil
• Made to operate effectively
with minimum soil compac-
Hon with a special flotation
design
• Wide track and straight rib
type design increases













• Case built of rugged hard rub-
ber to resist jolts and shocks of
rough terrain. • Designed to pro-
tect internal battery elements in




Mel "Al-Waiter" Irma 221, 24, 341
• Solid cover construction gives
efficient cranking power in all
weather conditions. • One-piece
construction gives vibration -
proof and leak-proof perfor-
mance.
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to 444 F.E.T. per tire depending on size, and
old tire off your car
LARGE CARS
silts GM x 15, Nag 5 IS, 176 i 15 Blacknalis,
plus 526 to 556 F.E.T. per till depending on
size, and old tire off your car.




YOUR "PIT STOP" ON-FARM SERVICE SPECIALIST IS YOUR
NEIGHBOR ... CALL HIM WHENEVER . . WHEREVER
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Problems-No [lassie -No Fooling
Lube and
Oil Change
$488 Up to 5 
sta. of maior
brand 10/30 rode
Oil. 10/40 grade $1 SO
extra.
• complete chassis lubrication & oil
change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts &
smooth, quiet performance
• Please phone for appointment
• haled« Ilukt trucks
Engine
Tune-Up
36$4$ 8 8 $2 to, air cO:cri"
54 less for cars with
i co. electronic ,arsiticws
• Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine
• New points, plugs & condenser
• Test charginestarting systems,
adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain • smooth running
engine
• Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW &
light trucks
G ODkrie.YEA R
For more good years in your car







tyre ears - all
fair nese'
• Our mechanics install new linings,
seals, springs. fluid & precision-grind
drums
• Analysis of total braking system
to ensure safe, dependable service
you can trust
• Any new wheel cylinders, if required,
only MO each
8 Ways to Buy
• cost • Goodyear Iteneeisg Mery
• Ow thn Costosest Credit Pb.
• Mader Name • gaildimedeard
• AWACS' hems filealy Cal
• Carte emcee • Mem esua
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 AA. entil 6:00 P.M. Dully- Open Friday until 1:00 p.m.
315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 100 S. Stateline
Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Fulton, Ky.
247-3711 442-6464 472-1000
second qualifying for the
nationals. Running legs were
Karen Wilson, Lee Stokely,
Susan McFarland and Judy
Morton.
Wilson had a super day. She
tied the school record and
qualfied for the nationals by
winning the 100-yard dash in
11.0. In the same event,














meter hurdles in 14.8. Judy
Duncan of Murray was third
with a 17.0.
In the other hurdling event,
the 400-meter hurdles, Carol
Schafer was second in 69.3.
Susan McFarland won the
220-yard dash with a 26.1 while
Kathy Kuegel was third in
28.1.
The 440-yard dash found
Carol Schafer second in M.0
and Joan Weber third with a
personal best of 64.1.
Kathy Schafer recorded a
2:31 to lead a Racer sweep in
the 880. Second place went to
Jana Jonea in 2:36.3 while
Sandy Sims was third with a
2:41.2.
Carol Schafer won the mile
with a 5:36.3 while Camille
Baker was second in 5:58.1
and Jewell Hayes third in 6:14.
Baker won the two-mile run
in 12:40.3 while Glenda
Calabro was second in 13:02.1.
Calabro set a new school
mark in the three-mile run
with a 20:18.5 while Martha
QUALIFIES FO* MAMMALS— Korea Whoa of /Away Stets is for Is free of the pock as she
ran a 14.8 in the 100-aster hurdles sod by dug is, *WNW for tin asthmatic
Mit notes by Mb armadeel
Suns, Lakers In Wild Chase
For Possible Playoff Berth
By The Associated Press
The Pacific Division of the
National Basketball
Association has a race going
after all.
Not a race for first place —
the Golden State Warriors
made a shambles of that a
long time ago. But Phoenix,
Seattle and Los Angeles have
come up with a wild scramble
of their own. ,
Those three are battling for
two playoff spots, and the
battle has become quite
healed. The Phoenix Suns, out
of the running for Most of the
year, took their biggest stride
towards post-season play
Tuesday night when they beat
the Seattle SuperSonics 104-97
behind a career-high 39 points
by guard Paul Westphal.
Los Angeles, 37-37, and
Seattle, 36-36, are tied for
second place. Phoenix, 35-36,
is one-half game behind
overall but tied with Seattle
and one game ahead of Los
Angeles in the loss column.
One of those three will make
the playoffs as the Pacific
Division runnerup and one as
the Western Conference wild-
card team. And one will start
its summer vacation early.
IN TIME — Second bossism Jock Permits of the 'kids
=kips the tiwolv to first tonal this maw from Mils-
Chicago. The 'Inds defeated Illhisis-Cbiespo 12-1 he the first
if ewe tweeds pleyed Tuesday.
Annual Blue-Gold Game
Set For Thursday Night
The Blue-Gold game which traditionally ends spring
football practice at Murray State University, will be
piaxpd Iburaday night in Roy Stewart Stadium. The game
WM begin at 7:30 o'clock.
As in recent Blue-Gold games, this one will be a con-
trolled scrimmage with teams getting the ball on their 35-
line after scores and to begin each half. Kickoffs will
avoided in an effort to hold down injuries. The teams
punt, but all puOts will be fair-caught.
Coach Bill Furgerson said the Racer squad would be
divided into two teams as near equal in ability as possible.
Mike Dickens, a sophomore from Evansville, will be quer-
ierback of one of the teems. David Ruzidk a transfer from
Indiana University will be quarterback Of the other.
"Of course we'll know more after ow wring game, but I
think ow drills have been succeseful ones," Coach
Furgerson said. "Ow primary objective has been to find
the best 12 players we had and to get them in their best
Oakes. I think we have succeeded in this."
The Racers have lost heavily to graduation, bit =my
key performers are returning. Five junior college tran-
sfers enrolled for the spring semester and found places for
themselves an the team. Several redshirts have also
played well.
Admission to the Blue-Gold game is free.
. -
Elsewhere in the NBA
Tuesday, it was Buffalo 172,
Chicago 109; Detroit 122, New
York 116; Kansas City 106,
Washington 101; Boston 101,
New Orleans 97, overtime;
Phoenix 104, Seattle 97;
Golden State 118, Atlanta 100;
Los Angeles 125, Houston 106,
and Portland 100, Milwaukee
97, overtime.
Lakers 12$, Rockets IN
Los Angeles moved into a tie
for second place with Seattle
by shooting 60 per cent from
the field in the third perked.
scoring 35 points and moving
from a 58-57 deficit to a 92-80
lead. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 30 points and pulled
down 20 rebounds for the
Lakers, and reserve guard Stu
Lantz chipped in with 17
points.
Kings IN, Bullets 101
Nate Archibald acored 33
points as Kansas City posted
its sixth straight victory at
home. Archibald and Scott
Wedrnan combined for 20 of
Kansas City's 33 third-quarter
points.
Pistons 122, Knicks 118
Detroit kept pace with
Kansas City by beating the
Knicks behind 28 points by
Bob Lanier and 76 by Eric
Money, who got 21 of his points
in the second half.
Braves 122, Bulls IN
Randy Smith scored 30
points, Jim McMillian 72 and
Bob McAdoo 27 as Buffalo
defeated Chicago and drew
into a tie with idle
Philadelphia for second place
in the Atlantic Division.
Celtics 101, Jan 97, OT
Dave Cowers scored six of
Boston's eight overtime points
after shooting just 3-for-20
from the field during
regulation and finished with 18
points, two less than Jo Jo
White and John Havliceit.
Blazers 188, Bucks 9'7, OT
Lloyd Neal sank two baskets
in the final two minutes of
overtime and Sidney Wicks
sank a pair of free throws with
five seconds remaining to
clinch Portland's triumph.
Warriors IN, Hawks 188
Atlanta, which suffered its
seventh loss in a row, led 27-14
late in the first period but then
rookie Gus Williams came off
the bench to score 14 points in
the second quarter and the
Warriors caught up and then
pulled away. Williams led all
scorers with 27 points.
Norway Wins Two
BIEL, Switzerland ( AP) —
Norway edged Japan 3-2 and
Romania turned back The
Netherlands 8-1 Tuesday in
the fourth round of the Group
B World Ice Hockey Tour-
nament.
Switzerland, the only un-




EDINBURG, Texas - Bill
White, assistant coach, was
named head coach and
athletic director at Pan
American University.
Luckett was second in a
personal best of 72:28.
Murray won the mile-relay
In 4:21.5 with Hayes, both
Schafer,' and Jones running
the legs. Murray also won the
two-mile relay in a new school
record in 11:34.4 with Sims,
Kathy Schafer, Brenda
Bennett and Jones running
legs.
In field events, Sue Sewing
won the javelin with a throw of
123-11 and qualified for the
nationals while Linda Rudolph
was second with a 112-4Y2.
Kim Coates won the discus
with a throw of 107-8 while
Sewing was second with 106-0
and Beverly Parrish third
with an effort of io2-614.
In the shot put, Kim Coates
was second with a 33-61/2 while
Parrish was third with 33-6.
Murray got one place in the
high jump with Judy Duncan
taking third with a 4-6.
The most successful fiiid
event was the long jump
where Susan McFarland
soared 18-11 for a new school
record and qualified for the
nationals.
In second place in the long
jump was Kathy Kuegel with
an 18-01,4 which qualified her
for the nationals and in third
was Jackie Anderson with a
17-11, also qualifying for the
nationals.
Pa trnore Chatham, who
holds the school record in the
long jump and triple jump for
the Murray State. men's track
team, coaches the women long
jumpers.
The women's track team
will be at the Memphis State
Invitational this Saturday.
Get Rich Quick
HAZEL PARK, Mich. ( AP)
— Racing fans at the Hazel
Park track looking for a
jockey on whom they can get
rich may have found their
man in Tom Joseph.
On Monday, the 26-year-old
Joseph, who has ridden only
three horses so far this
meeting, brought in the 124-to-
1 shot U Kim, which paid
$250.60, the second largest $2
win price in the track's
history.
Tuesday his only assign-
ment came on the 40-to-1 shot
Bathing Beau in the ninth
race. Joseph responded with a
one-length victory and a
payoff of $85.80.
Bathing Beau also combined
with Cur Be Quick and Chief
Roller to Oroduce a Trifecta
payoff of 17,392.90, one of the
largest of the season.
SKIING
HUNTER MOUNTAIN,
N.Y. — Hein' Hemmi of
Switzerland and Rosi Mit-
terrnaier of West Germany
won the men's and women's
giant slalom in the Nations'
World Series of Skiing.
Early Bird Tennis
Course Scheduled
An "Early Bird Tennis"
course to meet from 7:30 to
8:30 a.m. Monday through
Friday for four weeks at
Murray State University as an
offering of the Life and
Learning series will begin on
Monday, April 5.
To be taught by Bob Mobley,
the class sponsored by the
Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State is




Both individual and group
instruction will be offered for
the registration fee of $20 for
20 contact hours. Classes will
meet on the new campus
tennis courts ( near Regents
Hall).
Noting that the class will be
limited in size to 20 people,
Mobley urged anyone who is
interested to register im-
mediately. He said tennis
balls will be furnished but
participants must have their
own tennis rackets.
Anyone interested in
enrolling should send a check
for $20 made out to Murray
State University, along with
name, address, Social
Security number, and dig
course title, to the Center foil
Continuing Education
Sparks Hall on the campus.
Additional 1 informatio
about any of the courses in
Life and Learning adufl
education community service
series may be obtained from
the Center for Continuing
Education, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University.
Murray, 1(y., 42071, telephone
( 502) 762-4159 or 762-206.
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Players Have Changed
But Bruins Still Win
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The players have changed
over the years — Walt
Hazzard, Gail Goodrich, Lew
Alcindor, Curtis Rowe, Sidney
Wicks, Henry Bibby, Bill
Walton, Keith Wilkes and
Dave Meyers — but the
basketball championship
trophies continued to be won
by UCLA.
Behind all the changes and
titles stood one man — Coach
John Wooden.
Wooden is gone .now, and
new Coach Gene Bartow has
.aken the Bruins to the
NCAA's Final Four. Unlike
the past, UCLA is not the odds-
on favorite.
Bartow's Bruins meet top-
ranked and undefeated
Indiana in one semifinal game
Saturday in Philadelphia. The
other semifinal pits fourth-
ranked Rutgers, also un-
beaten this season, against
Michigan.
"We're healthy, excited and
it shapes up as a super game,"
Bartow said of the UCLA-
Indiana clash. "Indiana has
proven it is an excellent
basketball team. They're
sound in every phase of the
game and have an outstanding
-coactrinpokly Knight.' 
Bartow's Bririns and
Knight's Hoosiers have met
before — in the opening game
of the 1975-76 regular season.
Indiana won, 8464.
"I've usually never been
caught up in what an opponent
does," Bartow said. "But that
was my first game as UCLA's
coach and, as I've said, I over-
prepared my team and put too
much pressure on them."
Bartow said his Bruins will
have a different outlook this
Saturday.
''We're going to emphasize
-what UCLA can do, not what
Ipdiana does," he said. "And
4,arry Cunningham
Winner At Paducah
-: Larry Cunningham of
.41Marray took top tsonors in the
first super stock meet of the
season at the Paducah
International Dragway over
the weekend.
In the modified and gas
&vision, Jerry Tucker of
Almo took second place.
Top money winner in the
stock class was Gayle
Edwards of Benton while
Donnie Burgess was the
runnerup.
if we play the way we're
capable of playing...I think
we're going to win."
Knight agrees that their
first meeting is no indication
of what Saturday's game will
be like.
"Opening games often are
not a reliable yardstick for
comparison," the Indiana
coach said, "UCLA has im-
proved greatly over the
season. I'm sure we have,
also."
The Rutgers-Michigan
game will pit two teams with
similar styles, according to
University of Detroit Coach
Dick Vitale. A former Rutgers
assistant coach, Vitale is
familiar with the personnel of
both teams and picks the
Wolverines .o end Rutgers'
unbeaten streak at 31.
"You couldn't find two
teams with lightning speed
like Michigan and Rutgers,"
Vitale said. "You will have 10
players who will race up and
down the court like you can't
believe."
Michigan, which finished
second lo Indiana in the Big
Ten race, had the harder route
to the Final Four. The
Wolverines defeated Wichita
State, Notre Dame and
Missouri to capture the
Midwest Regional. Rutgers
captured the East Regional by
edging Princeton, then
romping over Connecticut and
Virginia Military.
(MURRAY LEDGER So TIMES )
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Ballard, Henry Clay
Picks In _State Tourney
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
The Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament gets
under way Wednesday at
Freedom Hall in Louisville
and Louisville Ballard and
Lexington Henry Clay are
given the best chance of
winning.
Ballard is in the tournament
for the first time ever this
year—after sidelining
defending champion
Louisville Male, rated one of
the best high school teams in
the country. Henry Clay is last
year's runner up.
Also rated a top prospect is
Louisville Shawnee, led by 6-
foot-6 Durand Macklin. And
Shelby County has a head
start because it's in the op-
posite bracket from Ballard,
Henry Clay and Shawnee.
Shelby County, 28-3, and
Apollo, 27-4, open the tour-
nament at 1 p.m. Wednesday.
Paducah Tilghman, 246, and
McCreary County, 30-4, clash
in the 2:30 p.m. game.
Betsy Layne, 28-6, meets
Edmonson County, 23-6, and




match Lexington Henry Clay,
28-6, against Covington
Holmes, 274, and Ballard, 30-
4, against Hazard, 23-7.
Christian County, 25-6,
meets Ashland, 21-9, and
Shawnee, 264, faces Clay
County, 29-6, Thursday night.
By The Associated Press
State Tournament Pairings
Wednesday's Games
Shelby Co. vs. Apollo 1 p.m.
Paducah Tilghman vs.
McCreary Co. 2:30 p.m.
Betsy Layne vs. Edmonson
Co. 7:30 p.m.
Green Co. vs. Harrison Co. 9
p.m.
Thursday's Games
Lex Henry Clay vs.
Covington Holmes 1 p.m.
Lou. Ballard vs. Hazard 2:30
p.m.
Christian Co. vs. Ashland
7:30 p.m.
Lou. Shawnee vs. Clay Co. 9
p.m.
GENERAL
CARLSBAD, Calif. — John
Loftus, 80, horse racing's first
Triple Crown winner as a
jockey on Sir Barton in 1919,
died of a heart attack.
Komellas
now offers The Calloway County Area
Two Full Time Barber-St lists
Mike Thompson, Carolyn Gold, receptionist and
new associate John Nivitt
Req. Hair cut s300 r-----
Reg. Long $e ,_-
i SPeciai Mu man26StYle sr° -
_--,
Shampoo & Blow
Massage r i 
s2s° ii FREE,she









We Appreciote Our Calloway County 
Customers





Marie Neriprove (left) took ell events Nada" aid Sandra
Rice task d even events SaludaI tbe Weans's Oty Bowleg
Ti., med bed tile lest week in February end tie first week
In Nerds d Corvette Lams.
Save now on our finest quality El_
Tru- Test Paints ... fresh from our
own two paint factories!
PAG1
Owners And Miller Go Back Of
To Bargaining Table Again
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Still
seething over the actions of
some owners during the 17-
day shutdown of spring
training camps, Marvin
Miller, executive director of
the Major League Players
Association, returned to the
bargaining table today for
negotiations with baseball's
Player Relations Committee.
Today's session, at the of-
fices of chief management
negotiator John Gaherin, was
the first formal meeting
between the two sides in 10
days. At their last con-
frontation, the management
committee presented what it
called its final offer to the
players association.
That proposal recognized
the free agent rights won by
the players in arbitration last
December and subsequently
Our Best House Paint Value For
All-Weather Protection & Beauty!
upheld in federal court. The
owners offered free agency to
all major leaguers in the next
two seasons but tied certain
limitations to the proposal,
including an eight-club draft
of the players involved.
When the union's executive
board neither accepted nor
rejected the proposal, the
owners withdrew it, although
Miller has not officially been
noiffied that the offer is no
longer on the table.
Meanwhile, training camps
have opened and the start of
the regular season no longer is
in jeopardy. Those
developments have relieved
the pressure of time that had
been a factor in some of the
talks.
But they haven't relieved
Miller's unhappiness with
some of what went on during
the delayed opening of camps.
"There were at least half a
TRU TEST is
E-Z KARE Latex
Acrylic Latex HOUSE PAINT 
FLAT ENAMEL
Protects and wears like oil-base paint—resists weather,
stains, smog. Yet it's a latex—applies smoothly, dries
quickly. Painting tools clean easily with just soap and
water. Its breather type finish lets moisture escape with-
out blistering the film. Gives a rich, low-sheen finish to
wood, concrete, brick, stucco, more. May be recoated in
2-3 hrs. if necessary. In 24 Jamestown colors, white.
Mow as sal so aras
mak mat is um
swat 11414/111
Looks like a flat paint, scrubs
like an enamel. Use it in any
room where children play.
White; custom colors higher.
Features easy-lift start-








dozen violations by the owners
... instances of unfair labor
practices," said Miller.
He cited Texas Owner Brad
Corbett's dealings with
players as one example.
Corbett allegedly met with his
players to tell them of the
owners' offer and counselled
them on how to vote before the
proposal was formally
presented to Miller.
Miller was asked if he
intended to pursue the
violations with the National
Labor Relations Board.
"Probably," he said. "We'll
have to take a look at it. A
decision will be made shor-
tly."
Miller called the camp
lockout, "a naked attempt to
divide the players that did not
work."
Quality latex at a modest
price. One coat usually
covers most surfaces. Leaves
a soft, dull finish that can
be washed. Soap and water




the most popular CB radio
Hundreds of thousands of CB users have chosen this
radio as the best value in CB! Its proven 100% solid-state
chassis has electronic speech compression on transmit
for extra range. To cut noise and interference on receive
there's an effective automatic noise limiter, "steep skirt"
mechanical selectivity filter and an acoustically isoJated
speaker system. Illuminated metering gives relative

























































SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
The probation officers who
will help determine how much
_more time - if any - Patricia
Hearst spends in jail have
begun a wide-ranging
examination of the newly
convicted bank robber.
Miss Hearst met for more
than two hours Tuesday at the
San Mateo County Jail with
Harry Schloetter, chief U.S.
probation officer for northern
California, and his deputy,
Charles J. Roberts. -
Defense attorney Al
Johnson also attended the
meeting.
Schloetter said they would
meet with Miss Hearst again,
but he did not say when. He
refused to say what had been
discussed, though he had said
previously that officers would
study her background,
educational and social history
Hearst Examination
and the trial.
Miss Hearst, 22, was
convicted Saturday of joining
her Symbionese Liberation
Army kidnapers in the April
15, 1974, armed robbery of a
Hibernia Bank branch here,
two months after her ab-
duction.
During her two-month trial,
she testified that she was
forced - under threat of death
- to help rob the bank.
Schloetter and Roberta were
ordered by U.S. District Court
Judge Oliver J. Carter to draw
up a report on Miss Hearst
before April 12, when Carter is
scheduled to impose sentence.
The recommendations of the
probation officers are not
binding on Carter. Since Miss
Hearst is a first-time offender,
she could receive a sentence of
simple probation or she could


























qOU REALIZE, OF COURSE, 1*
NOT CRIN61N6N15 TAll....
BRO0614 1415 OWN IAJL..1t84AT
80,161t16 15 1415 TALE!
Ix KNOW 1,0HAT I MEAN?
prison and a $10,000 fine.
She has been in jail since her
arrest Sept. 18 and that time
will count toward her sen-
tence, Carter has said.
Federal marshals prepared
Tuesday to take Miss Hearst
to Los Angeles for arraign-
ment on 11 slate charges of
robbery, kidnap and assault.
US. Marshal Frank Klein
said Miss Hearst will make
the round trip within one day,
probably "sometime late this
week or early next week."
Los Angeles Dist. Atty. John
van de Kamp said plea
bargaining is a possibility, but
he said he has not- 68481 UM-
lacted by any of her lawyers.
However, ne 80000 mot we
newspaper heiress would be
required to plead guilty to the
most serious offense "which
can be proved beyond a
reasonable doubt."
A spokesman in van de
Kamp's office said that would
be the first-degree robbery
charge stemming from her
rescue of two
from a bungled
attempt. That carries a
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25 SharPea26 Former Rus- raid,
man rulers 39 Pattern
28 Pose far 40 Knave at
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29 Nod 42 Seines
31 Performed 43 SPratiaa 1°'32 Drunkard 'm ape
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Twice As Fast As Aspirin
$1.011 Value
Save 404
4-Way Nasal Spray 1 OZ.






Ban Roll On .s oz.
Anti-Perspirant $1.36 Value
Say-Rites Low Price
Say-Rite Saves You 511( 78'
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E878•14 52.95 46.70 2.49
F11211-14 54.95 43.70 2.69
Q1178-14 57.95 31.70 2.89
14178-14 59.95 33.70 3.07
0178-15 58.95 32.70 2.97 .
14171-15 61.95 35.70 3.15





• FOR EASY STEERING • IMPROVED ECONOMY • SAFETY.
* 2 PLY POLYESTER CORD BODY
• FOR SMOOTH- SOFT-EASY RIDE.
* 2 STEEL BELTS
• FOR EXTRA STRENGTH AND BLOW-OUT PROTKTION.
Snll MOM 0000 Ali OYU 400 4105111141000.40111 flU SOUttl I 104/TWONST
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
We Accept
Food Stomps
Prices GoodAm March 30, 1976
Hours:







WIENERS ... 12 oz. pkg:59"
































Old. Tyne Pie Crust
MIX 501.  2/39'
SUGAR 
Godchaux








  Frestil A:ra 39
12 oz.
























COFFEE 1 b. can $1149
Limit 1 Per Customer
Expin4 3.30-711
* FROZEN FOODS*









CARROTS.... lb. Ba9 15'
Red
POTATOES 10 lb. $ 1 19
Yellow
3 lb.
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U. S. To Trade Information With Japan On Lockheed Layoff Scandal
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
After agreeing with Japanese
officials to share information
about Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
payoffs, U.S. officials say they
hope to negotiate agreements
with several other countries to
trade information in the




Tuesday night as he signed an
agreement obligating U.S. and
Japanese law enforcement
agencies to share information
gathered in their separate
investigations of Lockheed
payoffs in Japan.
"I anticipate there will be a
number of other countries we
will undertake negotiations
with," he told reporters.






FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
While field reports are
incomplete, state officials say
financial losses from the
storms that led to four deaths
and damaged houses and
house trailers across Ken-
tucky last weekend will run
into the millions of dollars.
The line of thunderstorms
that crossed the state
Saturday night sent winds
gusting as high as 80 miles per
hour at some locations.
Mark Childress, 16, of
Munfordville died "when the
roof came off a building and
went through the windshield of
a car" in which he was riding,
said Jim Heaton, assistant
state director of disaster and
emergency services.
Three men died when a
"Huey" helicopter crashed a
mile from the Ft. Campbell
airfield during the storm.
Maj. Frank McGourty, post
information officer, said
Tuesday that the Army is
investigating why the craft
was in the air and whether a
second aircraft may also have
been flying while severe
weather warnings were in
effect for the area south of
Hopkinsville.
"There may have been
another aircraft up there.
.however, we are not positive
at this time," McGourty said,
adding that the investigation
will -attempt to determine
this, along with the cause of
the accident."
Damage to helicopters,
hangars and other buildings at
Ft. Campbell was estimated
by one officer at $250,000.
But Heaton said Tuesday
that the hardest-hit area of the
state was Metcalfe County,
which reported damages to
house trailers, houses and
barns amounting to $1.1
million.
Heaton said many mobile
homes and houses that were
not destroyed were severely
damaged.
"In Barren County, for
example, there was $210,000
damage to farms, $150,000 to
homes, $15,000 to one church
and $290,000 to mobile
homes," Heaton said.
"Our people are in the field
verifying facts and figures to
determine what course of
action the state would take,"
Heaton said. "It depends on
whether the damage hap-
pened to public or private
property. If it's private
property and it's covered by
insurance we have no action to
take."
He said the state may ask
for a "Small Business
Administration emergency.
"This permits the SBA to
come in and make loans to
people who suffered losses at a
slightly lower interest rate
than they could get at lending
Institutions," Heaton said.
He said damage estimates
for ;he entire state at this time
total in the neighborhood of
$4,108,000.
14155 YOUR PAPS!
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But he declined to say how
many nations are involved or
to identify them.
Lockheed officials said last
month that the company had
paid $12.6 million for sales
promotion in Japan and some
of that money allegedly went




payoffs include Italy, West
Germany, The Netherlands,
Spain, Greece, South Africa,
Turkey, Nigeria and
Colombia.
In Tokyo, Prime Minister
Takeo Miki described the
terms of agreement as "stiff,"
referring to the agreement's
requirement that names of
Japanese officials allegedly
involved not be made public
until their cases are brought
up for prosecution.
Mild, however, said that
information to be delivered by
the United States "would help
Japan uncover the truth on the
icanda I "
The agreement was
ome items not exact -as •ictured
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more fishins items than any other area store...el at discount prices
prompted by a letter Miki
wrote to President Ford
asking for all information
available on the scandal and
warning Ford that "if the
whole issue is kept unsolved,
democracy in Japan may
suffer a fatal blow."
Thornburgh, head of the
Justice Department's











his staff are conducting "an
ongoing investigation" of the
Lockheed payoffs in Japan.
He declined to say whether
American laws may have
been violated by corporate
payoffs abroad.
The unusual four-page
written agreement with Japan




Thornburgh and other Justice
Department officials and




Ministry of Justice and the
Japanese embassy.
The negotiations began
after Japan sought access
through the State Department
to the Lockheed information
gathered by U.S. in-
vestigators. U.S. officials h4d
27" x 54'






been expected to honor the
request under certain con-
ditions. But the recidrocal
nature of the pact came as
'something of a surprise.
"We certainly wait to have
full advantage of Cie material
developed by the Ministry of
Justice," Thornburgh said.
He said he expects Japan to
request information under the
agreement "rather soon."
U.S. officials will respond
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Great Selection
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*Quick Point
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Mouth Wash













Washes away only the gray
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IN Just arrived or Green 
Nestea Pepsodent 
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Reg. 2.99 Toothpaste 
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New Shipment Deni 100% Tea .
. New Colors 
3 oz. Jar 15% oz. Can 
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of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.











Frank Norman caring to
write me (his grand-
son), can write J. P.
Norman, Springhill Rd.,
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
WE LOOK into your




Approximately 12,010 eq. ft. of
regal were availatte at 2od
sod Poplar Streets Western
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on and the Business
Office may be







a full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-0104.
WORDS CANNOT ex-
press our deep ap-
preciation for the en-
dless deeds of kindness
and thoughtfulness we
received in the recent
Illness and death of our
dear husband, Dad and
Grandad. Our sorrow
would have been almost
unbearable were it not
for the prayers and
concern of our many
friends. A special thanks





tney, the Cherry Corner
Choir and each one who
contributed food and
flowers. May God grant
each of you the support
of just such friends when
you face hours such as





The memories you left








IN LOVING Memory of
our dear mother Gracie
Walker, who passed
away 11 years ago,
today March 19th, 1965.
Because she was so dear
to us in such a special
way. Its very hard to put
in words how much we
miss her more each day.
We still love and miss
her with all Olir heart.
No matter where we go
or what we do from her
we'll never really part
Still Missing You, Your
Children.
IN MEMORY of our dear
loving mother, Mrs.
Luther McClain, whom
God called home March
25, 1975. Often mother
our lonely heart ache,
many a silent tear, all in
a beautiful memory of
the one we love so dear.
Always remember and
sadly missed. Mary F
Hanefine, Willie Mae
Bazzell, Pauline Cooper.
5 lilst Anti Found
LOST 1 Year old male
Irish Setter, city and
rabies tags, black
collar. Call 753-1372 or
753-0710.
t) Help Vtanted




waitress. We want the





































You must have a
successful rork or self
employment history.
Sales background op-








An inprel opportunity few
114,4t.
WAITRESS OR cook for L






neat and enjoy working
with people. Full time
employment 5 days
week, hinge benefits.
Apply at Brights on the
court square.
T
4 8 9 2 140
6 Help Wanted
NEEDED: A mature lady
who loves children and
has experience baby
sitting to work with a
church nursery on
Sunday mornings,


















































Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.






WANTED TO BUY used
boat trailer for 14'
fishing boat. Phone 753-
5315 between 8 a.m.-5
p m.
GOOD USED PING pong
table. Call 489-2289 after
5 p. m.
15 Ar'ocies For Sale
BABY BED and buggy.
Excellent condition. Call
753-4964.
GIBSON GUITAR, and 2









CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer Rig K, Bel
Air Shopping ('enter
IS Articles For SAIr.
AUTOMATIC DEFROST
ice box, $65.00. Dryer,
$35.00. Couch, $35.00.
Dinette set $35.00. Call
753-8657.
BOX SPRINGS and
mattress for sale. New
05.00 each, set $85.00.
Will deliver Call 901-
642-8777.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
DINETTE SET with 4
chairs. Has leaf, for-
nice top, chrome legs.
Like new Dresses 161/2
& 141/2. 1 Spring Coat,
141/2. Call 753-3948.
A GOOD BUY... give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite










216 South 17th, Paducah,
Ky. Doors, windows,











15th - arrow from library,
next to College Shop














3 H.P. chain drive,
8169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
de S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',












FOR SALE half bed,




cubic ft., frost free,
needs minor repair.
$60.00. Call 753-6855 after
5 p,rn.
18th CENTURY dining
table, 6 chairs, living
room suite, like new.
Phone 753-2988 after 5
p.m.
QUICK CASH for used
furniture. By the Piece
or houseful. Most
anything of value. Call
753-0154.
ELECTROLUX SALES




and service, 500 Maple




TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duricans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
197$ CASE 646, front
loader, garden tractor








FOR SALE 1965 530 Case
diesel tractor, 3 point
hitch, with Oliver plow,
9' burche disc, 4 row
Allis Chalmer
cultivator, John Deere 4
row planter. Call Glenda
at 753-1452.
175 CANAN, also Gator
tractor trailer also
motorcycle accessories,
1973 Dodge Van Spor-
tsman Royal. Call 753-
1753.
579 CASE DIESEL with
plow disc cultivator.
Call 753-5877 after 5 p.m.
• H.
17' THOMPSON Boat
( wood), 75 h.p. Evinrude
motor, heavy duty tilt
trailer, $500.00 or best
offer. Call 435-4237, from
6 p.m.-10p.m.
1973 JOHNSON 115 H.P.
outboard motor, 21,550.
1975 Mercury 150 h.p.
$1,950. Both with power






other extas, full canvass
to enclose back deck.
Depth finder and trim
tabs. Complete with
trailer, total 200 hours
on boat. Call 502-436-
5676.
BALDWIN FUN machine







payments. J & B Music,
753-7575.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The









iKelley's Tensile& Post Control
100 South 13 Proof
Fli•s, Roaches










beagle pups, drum set,
trumpet. Call 492-8374.
LAWN MOWER used one
year. $50.00. Standard
ping pong table, 4
paddles, $25.00. Call 753-
0879.
RIDING LAWN MOWER
26" Snapper Comet, 8
h.p. Call 753-4879 after 6
p.m.




shotgun, deep heat back
massager, Black and
Decker skill saw and
odds and end furniture.
All priced reasonable.








INS it .as Mr latort own io•
Gip amp
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
PORTABLE stereo,
record player with 2
detachable speakers.



















tape player. J & B
Music, 753-7575.
12" COLOR PORTABLE
Admiral T.V. 1/2 years
old. Call 492-8894.
HARMAN-KORDAN hi-fl
receiver. 60 watts per













nice with air con-
ditioning, priced for
quick sale. See at
Riviera Cts., or call 753-
3280.
1973 MODEL 12 x 50, all
electric. Real nice. Call
436-5419.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spar Trailer
Sales, Paducah Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
21 Mob.ie Horne Sdles




wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
:8 -•
50,090 BTU circulating oil
heater with tank and
blower, used i !Inter,
COC. $65.00, ,prices.10.00
Also sheet metal wood
burning stove, $8.00.
Call 753-0870.
12 a 56 ALL electric, 2
bedroom home, deposit
required, private lot.
Prefer family. Call 767-
40654 p.m.
t2 A 1'' .....r' For Rent
FURNISHED APART-














screened in back porch.













ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
A GOOD SADDLE, mare
and trailer, for sale. Call
753-0254 after 3:30.
Itsgirtered past berster4
bulk sod fss psi it
undlon at Warm Sete
Ihnversity livesteek bow
Norm, en Mar* VIA,
at 12330 p.o., hr in•
tensolinn osetnet AN Mar




















lines. Call 7534412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41 P
YARD SALE Saturday





YARD SALE, 502 South








mage sale at 1006
Fairlane. Friday and






continue to climb. Now
is the time to buy that lot
on which to build your
dream home. Now of-
fering 55 fine lots in
Westwood Subdivision.
Only 10 per cent down
and balance to be paid
off over 5 years. Some as
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
cnly 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now






ment in good conditien
near the University.
Priced at only $15,500.
Phone Bill Kopperud,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment and be the
first to see this duplex.
Check first with Rop-
perud Realty 711 Main
St. for personal, full
time real estate service.
OLDER HOME in good
condition at ICirksey,
large rooms, bath, well
with new pump, up-
stairs, could be finished,
some appliances and
furniture, price is ordy
$8,500. Moffitt Unity 211
South 12th, 753-3597. ,f;
SIX ACRE FARM, fi*
miles West of Murray
just off Highway 121.
Fenced, wooded and a
spring. Nice home site.
Tripp Williams Realty,
753-2211.
  -ir. _
3
JUST LISTED: he
aseevietir 3 1111, K-Des4,
with II appl1=Z
pies washer eat












located on South 12th $t
Sycamore has severi
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serge
you plus twenty yeats
exclusive real image
erperience. Call 753.101
or come by our office.














1 • 31" Reed RAW Elf
1 • 21" Wee TV
1 - 19" Used Portable Cater TV
1 Repossessed Stereo AM/PM
17.00 Pirese-Tape
1- Used WWII Stereo
10.00 Reeelver
21.00 1 • Used Ceaseie Plane
12.00 1 lased %ritzier Org.:
10.00 1-Fleer Nodal Stereo
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GOOD THREE bedroom
brick home on nice
shady lot near Grad
school and University.
Selling to settle estate,
only $20,000. Good two
bedroom home and five





$34,000 is the price for this
, 3 bedroom asbestos
siding home with gas
heat, full basement,
garage, plus unattached
..2 car garage, and
several outbuildings, on
2 acres. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.
HOUSE, body shop, barn,
' pond, 10 acres located on
Ky. 121. Also investment
property on Main St.,
Murray. John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 - 753-7531 or Bob
Rodgers 753-7116.
1=11111
LARGE LOT on Kirk-
wood ideal for basement
or split-level. $4,400. Call
753-7550.
EIGHWAY FRONTAGE,
lots for sale or lease, on








Price to sell at
$10,000. Phone 753-
E75.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
1.11.4 k. S; WIE 310 7CP
43 Redi [state
BY OWNER IN Can-
terbury, 2 story colonial
with nearly 3 thousand
sq. ft. under roof, in-
cluding 4 bedrooms, 21/2
tile baths, 14 a 28 den,
separate dining, double
garage, gas heat. Priced
under $50,000. Shown




brick, large living room
and dining room com-
bination, kitchen and
eating area with built-





Call 753-5805 or 7534749.
112 acre farm 4 miles
We of Hardin. 65-70
acres tendable. 1200
ft. highway frontage





carpet, 3 Br., double
garage. All the com-
forts of home.
On 2 acres. Large 3
Br. home on No. 280
just 5 ml. from town.
2 full baths, central














afterSiN p. ea. ad Gov
Spam 153.2587, tools.
biker 753-3480, lock Per-




Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.










scaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three






heat and air, good closet





central heat and air,
carpeted throughout, 5





















brick home fully car-
peted. This place has a
30 x 32 stran steel





in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1/2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet




1975 HONDA XL350. Call
753-9407.
1974 125 SUZUKI MX. 1973
250 Honda Elsinore. Call












1973 HONDA 350, $650.00.
Call 753-6000.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586.
40 I.•
1171 VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Asking $2.100.
Call 753-03E4 after 4:30.
8-UNIT MOTEL
ABSOLUTE
FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1:00 P.M.
LOCATION: 41/2 Mlles West of Cadiz and 3 Miles
East of Lake Barkley on Highway 68.
INVESTOR
Selling at Absolute Auction Cunit fully furnished motel located near famous
Barkley Lake, one-half mile from entrance of Bartley Lake Lodge. Thousands
of Vacationers-Fishermen pass this motel each year.
Building is in good state of repair with furniture and equipment necessary tooperate motel Included. This motel is located next to Pete Light SpringsRestaurant with extra land to expand. 3 units have 2 double beds and 5 unitshave one double bed. Motel is supplied with county water, electricity, and hasapproximately 450 feet of frontage on busy Highway 60 West.
This is for the man and wife who will act fast when an outstanding value is being
offered. Here is a rare opportunity to buy at Absolute Auction a going business
with great growth potential.
Owner will consider 30 per cent down and will finance balance with qualified
buyer. For Details Call: Ken Morris, Denton Foster, Judy Gilkey, or Amos
Morris.
TERMS: 20 per cent down day of sale, balance with deed within 30 days. 1076Taxes to be prorated. Possession with deed.
OWNERS: MARVIN CHURN II FREDDIE BRYANT
1970 CHEVELLE, full
power and air, good
condition. Call 753-1725.
1967 CHEVELLE
MALIBU, 327, 4 speed,
$550.00. Call after 5:30,
753-0554.
1967 DATSUN PICKUP,
$395.00. 1972 Vega GT,
new engine, radial tires,
$895.00. Call 489-2595.
NICE 1951 Mercury 4
door. Call 437-4793 after
6 p.m.
1914 CHEVY PICKUP
custom deluxe, like new,
law mileage. Call 489-
2769.
1973 BUICK Century
wagon. Extra nice. Call
753-9407.
1965 CHEVROLET
Impala, 327 V-8, super
sport, 2 door hardtop.
Bucket seats. $250.00.
Can be seen after 1 p.m.,
311 N. 7th.
19M PLYMOUTH station
wagon, full power, air
conditioner. $475.00. Call
436-5485.
1972 GRAND TORINO, all
power and air, $1,800, or
best offer. Phone after 6
p.m. 753-7907.








SELL. Almost new. Call
753-5669.
NY ANNOUNCEMENT MADE DAY OF SALE TAKES PRECEDENCE OVE
R1NTED MATTER.
keit Morris, Realtors and Auctioneers
29'9 r1 CAPMWIL at vo stvrucry Anao 002; IIN-026.3
Kew Morris Denton Fester
Broker Audlentter Auctioneer
Judy Gilkey Antos Morris
Auctioneer Apprentice Au
MTh, 4 x 4, BLAZER










steering and air. Coll
753-0100 or 753-2231.
GRAND PRIX, 1975,
black on black on black,
air, AM-FM tape stereo,
vinyl to factory maga,
electric windows, and






Coupe. Air and power,
good condition, well
serviced. $1650. Call 753-
7508.






owner. Power and air.
Call Mrs. White, 753-
0605.





black inside, red out-
side, this Car is in A-1
condition. Call 436-5366.
1909 DATSUN 510, 4 door
sedan. Automatic, new
tires, good condition.





air. 350 two barrel.
$1,600. Call after 5 p.m.
7534829.




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction
1971 VW stN, 59,000
miles, 81.495 Call 753-
9710.
15' TRAVEL TRAILER,
sleeps six, ice box,
stove, etc. 81.096.00. Call
753-0805.
1912 COMPACT JR., '13'
fiberglass camper, ice
box, range. sleeps 4.
$850. Call 753-1508.









and dirt. Call 437-4533,




vice. No rh too small.




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
HIGH SCHOOL boy will




BREAKING AND OR-MINOR REPAIRS and DERING gardens,alterations, 











hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years ex-
perience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nights, or















INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling











bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.









Ikea you moil nipples,
mimeo, or 'sr*. cd w.
OsewliqN wain lee Wow
Wit. We Ism show demon
fad Ober elosoloop **lineal
for roof, w if Too pesky we





J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
43001. Phone day or
night M2-7026.
TRACTOR HITCHES
balls $1.00 each, custom
trailer hitches, custom
exhaust work, portable
welding 24 hours at J. &























clean rugs of all kinds.










and exterior by the hoar






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hih-
Burger.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading 1>ackfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
FREE MOTHER dog and
four 5 week old puppies,
mixed breed, puppy will
be medium to small size,
and all are beige with
brown markings. Three
males and 1 female.
Mother is quiet and













SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE








This week beds, dresser, cbest, wash stand, war-
drobes, odd tables, chairs, quilts, dishwasher,
clothes dryer, table saw, bedroom suite, glass








I will soil at absohrte section all of my tools, arrtoasotive and
garage equipment, inching air cempressen, irpireulle jacks, one
Smitli electric welder, a 1511,000 BTU ceiling gne beater, bet water
baster, drink cooler, drink box and serf Okra items. An roc-
cuorslation of "minty tools of 40 years in the astoseetive repair
badness.
Also at section, with rigirt reserved to mint bids, will be e 1965
Mustang, 3 speed; 19411CJ-2A loop in good comities and ors* 1972
Ferri Reacher* with 46,000 miles.
L. J. Sheeley, Owner
Shorty McBride, Auctioneer (No. 247)
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ERA Recission Battle Could Easily
Resume In 1978 Despite '76 Failure
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The move to rescind
Kentucky's four-year-old
ratification of the proposed
Equal-Rights Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution failed in
the 1976 General Assembly,
but the battle could easily
resume in 1978.
Kentucky ratified the rights
amendment for women in
1972. After a half-hearted
attempt to rescind ratification
in the 1974 legislature, ERA
opponents became better
organized. This year, they
managed to make the ERA a
dominant issue in the General
Assembly.
And the move to rescind
failed because of
parliamentary maneuvering,
not because either side had
convinced the other.
About midway through the




.went to a Senate committee
for consideration—and never
got out. The committee
proposed holding two hearings
on ERA, an obvious delaying
tactic.
Many legislators com-
mented that they'd already
heard enough. They wanted to
dispose of the issue—one way
or another—because it had
already taken up much time.
But the hearings were held,
a week apart, and both sides
had opportunity to repeat the
familiar arguments for and
against ERA.
Basically, arguments for
the amendment are that it
would standardize women's
legal rights in the 50 states and
that a constitutionally
guaranteed right cannot be
taken away easily, while
federal and state laws can be
changed.
Arguments against ERA
• (Continued from Page I)
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen of
Texas, who has dropped out,
1,794.
Reagan's staff also
announced that he has
dropped his plans to campaign
in Wisconsin this week in
order to prepare for a
nationwide television address.
A Wisconsin staff member
said the speech would be
aimed to reach a national
electorate rather than the
regional ones Reagan has
campaigned before
pteviously.
Carter continued his success
at being all things to all
voters. An NBC survey, for
example, showed that he got
the vote of 90 per cent of North
Carolina's blacks and 50 per
cent of the votes of those who
thought the government was
doing too much for minorities.
But arriving early today in
Milwaukee to campaign for
the April 6 Wisconsin primary,
the former Georgia governor
declined to portray himself as
a frontrunner.
Asked to weigh his chances
in major northern states'
primaries, he replied, "We
have some very difficult ones
in the future." He noted that
Udall is predicting victory in
Wisconsin primary and that
Jackson "has predicted a
landslide in New York" the
sam day.
Earlier, in St. Louis, Carter
seemed to aim his comments
at Sen. Hubert Humphrey, 13-
Minn., considered the favorite
of candidates who might
emerge at a deadlocked
Democratic National Con-
vention.
"I think the results show,"
Carter said, that the people
of North Carolina have joined
the people of other states in
deciding that they want to
choose the presidential
candidate directly and not let
powerful political brokers do
it for them."
Wallace, who has been
claiming victory in defeat
throughout the early primary
season, conceded this time
that losing again "certainly
doesn't help." He said he
would continue to campaign,
beginning this weekend in
Wisconsin. But he said he will
change his style and have
fewer rallies "because they
are expensive."
Jackson, campaigning in
New York, repeated his
regular primary night refrain
— that the Democratic
nomination will be won in the
northern industrial states. He
has maintained continually
that he will do well in those
states.
focus on the threat many say it
poses to woman's "traditional
role" and to the family unit.
Opponents say it would open
the door to interpretation by
the federal courts, and that
federal or state legislation
directed at specific inequities
would be a safer route.
Opponents of the ERA also
fuel the argument with
allegations that women would
be drafted for military service
on the same basis as men, that
separate sleeping facilities
and rest rooms would be
prohibited, and even that it
would foster homosexual
marriage.
ERA backers reply to those
charges by saying that there is
no longer any draft law, and
hat the constitutional
guarantee of privacy would
preclude unisex sleeping or
toilet arrangements—except
where they exist out of
necessity such as on air-
planes. They also say the
amendment will have nothing
to do with the choice of a
marraige partner, since that
is a private matter.
The hearings ended, but the
Senate committee still would
not let the resolution go to the
floor. Several senators tried to
pry the measure loose by
filing a "discharge" petition
but failed to get the 20 votes
needed.
The measure appeared
dead. Legislators turned their
attention to other matters,
with one week remaining in
the legislative session.
But then two things
happened. The Senate voted to
place the question on the
ballot in the 1977 election, in
the form of a proposed con-
stitutional amendment. The
vote meant the issue would
remain dormant for the
remainder of the session—but
guaranteed that any can-
didate running for the General
Assembly next year would
have to address the ERA.
But in the House, several
legislators, disgruntled
because their Senate
colleagues had avoided taking
a stand on the question,
worked over the Senate bill in
a House committee. When it




in the House. Leaders of the
Massive Campaign To Battle Flu
Possible; Strain Dormant 50 Years
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Two
dozen of the nation's top
scientists are meeting with
President Ford amid reports
that government health ex-
perts are recommending a
massive campaign to in-
noculate every American
against a rare and deadly flu
strain.
Any such immunization
program would be the largest
in the nation's history and
would be aimed at the swine
flu virus, a strain that has
been dormant for nearly a half
century.
The swine flu strain was
blamed for 20 million deaths
world-wide during a 1918
epidemic that claimed more
American lives than World
War I combat. In all, 500,000
Americans died of the flu
strain during the epidemic.
Last month, the virus killed
an Army recruit and afflicted
four other soldiers at Ft. Dix,
N.J.
Since then, public health
specialists have been








were held this morning at
eleven o'clock at the chapel of
the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. Bill Cook
officiating.
Burial was in the Woodlaien
Memorial Gardens there with
his grandsons serving as
pallbearers.
Mr. Crump, a retired car-
penter, was a native of Trigg
Criunty and was a member of a
Baptist church there.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Nannie Franklin Crump; two
sons. James W. of Melber and
Vance J. of Paducah; two
daughters, Mrs. Darnell
Mitchell of Paducah and Mrs.
Henry Brook of Hickory; twe
brothers, Andrew of Hardin
and Robert of Cadiz; two
sisters, Mrs. Luke Franklin of





Garland A. Murphy, for-
merly of Murray, died Sunday
at his home in Fresno, Calif.
He was 84 years of age and a
native of Graves County.
The deceased was a former
teacher in Graves County and
was employed in the business
department of Murray State
University for a number of
years. He was a member of a
Baptist Church in California.
Survivors are two sons, Rev.
Glen Murphy of California and
Rev. John W. Murphy of
Oklahoma; one brother,
Jewell Murphy of Paducah;
five grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at ten a. m. at the
Liberty Baptist Church at
Folsomdale with his two sons
and Rev. J. W. Crawley of-
ficiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the
arrangements by the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Pachicah,
where friends may call after
six p. m. tonight (Wed-
nesday).
public innoculation program
should be launched. The
Washington Post said today
that Ford's health advisers
have concluded that such a
program is needed.
Officials at the National
Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta indicated that a
decision would be announced
shortly.
The center said Tuesday it
would take nearly six months
to produce enough vaccine to
provide shots for 215 million
Americans.
Estimates of the crash
program's cost range from
$107 million to $150 million.
Pharmaceutical companies
would use millions of fertilized
chicken eggs as cultures to
develop the vaccine.
The center reported last
week that this winter's
epidemic of A-Victoria type
flu has passed its peak.
Through February, the flu had
caused 1,270 more deaths in
the United States than the
3,700 flu and pneumonia
deaths the center predicted
for this Printer.
The center listed 12,700
deaths above normal ex-
pectations during the Hong
Kong flu epidemic of 1968.
Since flu deaths usually are
among the elderly or
chronically ill, those persons
usually .are urged to take flu
shots.
But center officials noted
the flu victims at Ft. Dix were
all healthy young men, none of
whom had been in contact
with swine. Scientists have
continued to find the swine flu
in pigs and hogs, but the
outbreak at Ft. Dix was the
only one involving humans
since researchers first
isolated flu viruses in the
1930s.
Researchers have inferred
that the swine-type virus was
responsible for the 1918
epidemic because many
people born in that period
have antibodies in their blood
related to that infection.
Carroll said the federal
government already has pre-
empted the tax field. "Sub-
stantial tax dollars go to the
federal government and then
they turn around and require
us to perform services," he
said.
He said the basic issue
touches several field-
s—welfare, housing, the
state's right to bond, among
others.
"Nobody has ever discussed
that issue in the public view,"
he said. "It's the basic pur-
pose of the lawsuit."
Carroll said that when he
filed his suit last September, it
was part of a strategy to




He said Tuesday that
recission movement tried to
bring it up for consideration
Thursday night—the third
from the last day of the
session—but the House ad-
journed without taking action.
On Friday, backers of the
move to rescind ERA tried
again to suspend the rules of
the House to consider the
measure. They failed to
muster the votes, and the
resolution fell victim to
parliamentary maneuvering.
Even though the question
will not appear on the 1977
ballot, it is still likely to be a
major issue in next year's
legislative races.
That means battle could
begin all over in the 1978
General Assembly. The
amendment must be ratified
by 38 states by March, 1979, if
it is to become part of the
constitution.
It already has been ap-
proved by 34 state
legislatures, including Ken-
tucky's. Two states have voted
to rescind their approval, but
the legality of recission has
yet to be determined.
INSPECTION TIME—Students at Lafayette Elementary
School at St. Louis, Mo., experience a moment of truth
before Florence Walsh, the school's shower attendant
who is known as "Miss Wash" to students. Miss Walsh
will retire shortly at the age of 70. With her retirement,
the mandatory weekly shower for the schoolchildren
will come to an end.
(AP Wirephoto)
Effort To Force Government To
Pay Busing Costs Going Higher
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The effort to force the federal
government to pay for
massive school busing in
Jefferson County will be taken
all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court, Kentucky
Gov. Julian Carroll says.
"It's not the busing issue as
such, it is a financing issue,"
he said in an interview
Tuesday. "It's a question of
whether the federal courts can
order us to do something
under the federal constitution
wholly at state expense."
U.S. District Judge James
Gordon says they can.
He ruled last week against
Carroll's suit to require
federal authorities to pay the
tab for busing, estimated at $3
million in the Louisville area
"The transportation of over
22,000 students, as provided in
the desegregation order of
July 30, 1975, was and is
necessary to dismantle an
unconstitutional school
system," Gordon said. "Given
the state's constitutional duty
to provide public education ...
the burden ... falls on the
state."
Carroll said his attorneys
have not yet received Gor-
don's order and thus cannot
comment on specifics.
But the governor said he is
thinking beyond busing.
"What comes next?" he
said. "When do we stop having
to perform federal obligations
with state dollars?"
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A household shower for Jack
and Carolyn Cochran, whose
home was destroyed in a fire
recently, will be given at the
home of Clyde Bells on March
26, at 7 p.m.
Congress has disappointed
him.
"I must admit I resent the
Congress copping out on
busing," he said. "They
copped out by passing a law
which prohibits the use of
federal dollars to pay for
busing ( thereby placing the
burden on states)."
Obviously, if the state
eventually wins the case, "and
we can get the input of federal
dollars to pay for busing, we




The busing in the Louisville
area has provoked bitter
protests, occasional violence
and some anti-busing




Slated At University Monday
A one-day workshop entitled
"Discharge Planning Con-
tinuity of Care" for health
care providers in West
Kentucky is scheduled at
Murray State University on
Monday, April 5, as a con-
tinuing education offering of
the Department of Nursing on
the campus.
To be conducted from 9 a.
m. to 3:30 p. m. in Mason Hall
(Nursing Building), the
workshop is designed to
provide an opportunity for
health care providers — staff
nurses, head nurses, physical
therapists, social workers,
diet therapists, and ad-
ministrators of health care
facilities — to become aware
of the responsibility for
discharge planning and to
share their expertise.
Sharon Lee Davidson, a
health educator and nursing
consultant from Colorado
Springs, Colo., will be one of
the resource people involved
in conducting the workshop,
according to Dr. Ruth Cole,
chairman of the Department
of Nursing at Murray State.




Lourdes Hospital in Paducah;
and Lois Metcalf, home health
coordinator for the Ballard-
McCracken Home Health
Agency in Paducah.
Miss Cole listed the ob-
jectives of the workshop as
follows:
—To alert nursing care
providers with trends in
health care planning.
—To acquaint participants
with continuity of care
planning.
—To encourage com-
prehensive planning for the
needs of the total person.
—To allow an opportunity
for participants to exchange
ideas in planning for con-
tinuity of care.
A fee of $10 will be charged
for the workshop and 5 of a
continuing education unit
awarded to those who attend.
Mrs. Davidson has had
primary responsibility for
innovative application of
nursing process and health
education at various levels of
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professional nursing. She has
defined, designed, in-.
plemented, and evaluated
joint medical and nursing
utilization review and audit'
review programs.
She earned the B. S. N.
degree at Murray State and
the M. Ed. degree at Memphis
State University.
Anyone interested in at-
tending the workshop is en-
couraged to pre-register with
the Department of Nursing.
Miss Cole said provision will
be made to handle a few
registraitons at 8:30 a.m. on
April 5 to accommodate those
who cannot pre-register.
People may pre-register by
sending a check for $10 made
out to Department of Nursing
Continuing Education, along




and clinical area, and em-
ploying agency to:
Department of Nursing,







Chapter of the National
Organization for Women will
present a demonstration in
women's self defense by Vic
Milner, Kentucky State
Champion who holds third
degree black belt in karate, at
the meeting to be held
Thursday, March 25, at 7:30
p.m. at the United Campus
Ministry.
Milner will be assisted by
Ms. Melanie Beal who holds a
green belt in karate and
women's self defense. Milner
will talk on the following
subjects: self defense and
karate, basic techniques
women can use, free style
karate, and women's self
defense.
Following his talk a
discussion will be held on
precautions women can take.
The public is invited to
attend, a NOW spokesman
said.
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can use, free styler'-,
and women's self
PAHES BOARD—Members of the board for the newly formed Purchase
Area Health Education System (AHES) were seated recently during a
meeting in Mayfield. The object of PAHES is to bring phys', ',is, dentists
and pharmacists into rural areas as students or on metric& residencies
Members of the board are Dr. lames Hennessy, chairman, Dr. Hal Houston,
vice-chairman, Mrs. Nancy Nygaard, secretary, Kevin Mack, David Walker,
Ray Dunn, Mary June Cent, Renee Saul, john Morris, Ray Brown, Earl Feezor,
Harold Jenks, Stuart Poston, Al Quartin and Dr. C F. Burnett Others at-
tenting the meeting were Rita Ford, Joe Mangino Kay Travis, Terry Tutlock
and R. Tanner.
Supreme Court Narrows Power Of
Citizens To Sue Public Officials
WASHINGTON (A?) —For
.he second time in three
weeks, a Supreme Court
decision has narrowed the
power of private citizens to
sue public officials for
violations of their
constitutional rights.
The court ruled 5 to 3
Tuesday that a person
publicly listed by police as an
"active shoplifter" on lhe
basis of an unproven charge
has no grounds for a federal
civil rights suit.
Speaking through Justice
William H. Rehnquist, the
court said damaging a per-
son's reputation without
giving him a hearing does not
in itself violate his con-
stitutional right to due process
of law.
The court also rejected an
argument that the "shoplif-
ter" label was a violation of
—Cl.
Justices William J. Brennan
Jr., Thurgood Marshall and
Byron R. White dissented.
They also dissented when the
court ruled March 2 that state
prosecuters are immune from
suits that claim the rights of
defendants had been violated
by the prosecutor's courtroom
conduct.
Tuesday's decision arose
from a suit by Edward
Charles Davis III, whose
name and photograph were
included in a fivepage flyer
distributed by police to
Louisville, Ky., merchants in
1972.
The words "active
shoplifter" appeared at the
head of each page. The in-
dividuals had all been
arrested for shoplifting in 19'71
or 1972 but not all had been
convicted.
Davis, who was a
newspaper photographer at
the time, had been arrested
the previous year by a store
security officer. He had not
been brought to trial and the
charge against him was
dismissed shortly after the
flyer was distributed.
He said the listing would





portunities and make him
fearful of going into stores.
The court said this would
give him a good case for a libel
suit but did not amount to a
violation of his constitutional
rights.
The privacy aspect of the
court's ruling may indicate
that the justices will give a
cool reception to civil liber-
tarians' arguments that arrest
records should not be
publicized before conviction.
"A host of state and federal
courts, relying on both
privacy notions and the
presumption of innocence,
have begun to develop a line of
cases holding that there are
substantive limits on the
power of the government to
disseminate unresolved arrest
records outside the law en-
forcement system," Brennan
said in a footnote to the
dissent. "I fear that after
today's decision, these
nascent doctrines will never
have the opportunity for full
growth and analysis."
Marshall joined in the
footnote, but White specified
he did not.
John H. Shattuck of the
American Civil Liberties
Union Foundation in New
York said in a telephone in-
terview that he disagreed with
Brennan and Marshall on this
point.
"I think there will continue
to be a development of law
pertaining to dissemination
and use of records of arrest
not resulting in conviction,"
Shattuck said. "Many courts
have taken notice of the
severe impact unresolved
arrest records can have.
These cases are building a
record that will ultimately
overcome the decision today."
Shattuck said none of the
cases was expected to be
Minnens Murray





Buy Several Pairs While They Last!
in Wes Virginia and Ten-
nessee.
In Ken, ucky, under the new
law, accused persons will be
released on their own
recognizance—a promise to
appear for trial at the ap-
pointed ,ime—or will dept-sit
10 per cent of their bail wh
he court rather than pur-
chasing a bail bond from a
bondsman.
I; will be the responsibility
of .he police, rather than of
bondsmen, to find those who
fail to appear.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2
up 0.3.
Below dam 310.9 up 2.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2
up 0.2.
Below dam 320.6 up 1.9.
Sunset 6:11. Sunrise 5:55.
LEGAL PROBLEMS
CHICAGO (AP) — The Amer-
ican Bar Association says a
stuvey shows the most common
legal problems in the nation ar-
ise from damage to or theft of
personal property, traffic tick-
ets and the purchase of real
Property.
It says the study also shows
that persons between 35 and 44
have more legal problems than
any other age group.
NO BABIES
OAKLAND, Calif. i AP) —
The Bicycle Manufacturers As-
sociation says bikes should not
be used to carry babies.
Some dealers are refusing to
sell baby carriers and many of
them advIsw against usinA
by the Supreme Court.
The court rejected Davis'
privacy argument because it
was "based not upon any
challenge to the state's ability
to restrict his freedom of
action in a sphere considered
to be private, but instead on a
claim that the state may not
publicize a record of an of-
ficial act such as an arrest."
Tuesday's opinion stood in
contrast to a ruling five years
ago in which the court struck
down a Wisconsin law
authorizing the posting in
liquor stores of the identities
of problem drinkers. Liquor
was not, to be sold to the
"posted" persons.
In that decision, the court
held by a 6 to 3 vote that
"where a person's good name,
honor or integrity is at stake
because of what the gover-
nment is doing to him, notice
and an opportunity to be heard
are essential."
One of the justices who
vo,ed in the majority in that
case, Potter Stewart, was also
in the majority in Tuesday's
ruling, thus providing the
"swing" vole for an apparent
change in the court's ap-
proach to the constitutional
status of reputation.
Justice John Paul Stevens
did not take part in the
decision. Nor did he par-
ticipate in another 8 to 0 ruling
that a bookseller could not be
convicted on obscenity
charges for selling material
judged obscene in a previous
civil proceeding which he did
not have a chance to contest.
Stevens did participate in a
decision in which the court,
without dissent, disposed of a
sex discrimination case on a
technicality. It was the first
time his vote had been
recorded on an argued case


















Into Claims Of Bail Bondsman
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has or-
dered two investigations of a
claim that he pushed a bill to
outlaw bail bonding because a
bondsman refused to con-
tribute to his campaign.
James Johnson of Paducah,
head of Kentucky's largest
bonding company, contends
he was asked to contribute to
Carroll's election campaign
and that he refused.
Johnson, president of
Johnson Bonding Co., says he
believes that's why the
Kentucky General Assembly
passed a bill to outlaw the bail
bond business.
The governor's press
secretary, John Nichols, said
Tuesday that Carroll has
ordered Atty. Gen. Robert
Stephens and McCracken
County Commonwealth's
Atty, Albert Jones to in-
vestigate.
Johnson claims he was
approached by associates of
Carroll.
"When Julian was getting
ready to run for governor,
some of his associates
approached me and suggested
I donate ;25,000 to his
campaign," the bondsman
said.
"I refused. I said I couldn't
afford that much personally,
and it would be illegal for the
corporation to give it. They
advised me that they thought!
was making a mistake,"
Johnson said. "You know, I
think I did."
Jobnate wouldn't identify
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities
Sole Starts Wprinesaay




the persons he claims ap-
proached him or say when the
alleged solicitation took place.
"But that's what it boils down
to. I think that's why the bail
bond bill was passed," he said.
Nichols said Johnson's
statement was "an obvious
untruth" and that Carroll's
demand that the allegation be
investigated "indicates that
the governor has nothing to
hide."
Commonwealth's Atty.
Jones said he will bring the
matter before the McCracken
County grand jury that con-
venes April 5.
"The governor has asked
me to determine if Mr.
Johnson's allegations are
true, and if they are, to
prosecute those who solicited
the contribution," Jones said.
"Although Mr. Johnson says
he didn't agree to the con-
tribution, it's still a crime to
solicit an illegal contribution
to a campaign fund," he said.
Carroll's bail bonding bill,
introduced in the General
Assembly Jan. 21, was passed
by the House Feb. 4. The state
Senate passed it Feb. 10 and
Carroll signed it the same day.
If it survives a court test of
its constitutionality, the bill
will become law June 20.
Johnson Bonding's seven
offices and 120 employes in
Kentucky, and 46 smaller
companies, with some 680
employes, will go out of
business. Johnson said his
company still will make bond
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9Price Patrol Week Ending 3-13-76
KROGER IS LOW PRICE LEADER IN GROCERIES!
















Kroner removes the entire tail
from all Pestle's Choice U.S.
Gov't. Graded Choice Porter.
house mad TEM** Steaks.
11 keillf, tatty tail is removed





























































U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
Rib Roast LB.






































With this coupon ind $10.00 purchase, excluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. limit one.




U.S. GOV'T GRADED CHOICE (MUSSY SALAD




CO, t.• M.O." Fresh
CALIFORNIASTRAWBERRIES,69c





4 17 Oz. 11





FANCY, SALAD CHERRY RED, RIPE
Tomatoes rt. 49c Watermelon LB. 19c
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Evorytkieu you buy at Kiefer is
guaraetood for peer total satisfac-
nee regardless of maindacterer. if
you are mot satisfied, Kroger will
replace your item with the S.M.
brand or a ceetparablo braid of rs•
fund your purchase price.
Pt use isaraidia• that Imo Overythim re mu pow tohave mile sepadies ell advertised steams es or shimsshoo yes shoo ter them. die to cooditiees Wywad are-troll, we rue out alai advertised soircial. substisoto Her
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U.S. No. 1 AN Poetess
RED POTATOES












Pear Halves 3itg, $1
KROGER
Fruit Cocktail "1 39c
ASSORTED FLAVORS
Wagner's Drinks 5417f 68c
KROGER
Toaster Treats 2= $1
NINE LIVES
Cat Food 12 01CAN 51c
ASSORTED OR DECORATED
Viva Towels  '2107L 57c
WISHBONE LOW CAL
Italian Dressing si7f: 49c
GLAD
Trash Bags  NIVCTiG. $1°5
DIMCM1 HINES BLUEBERRY
Muffin Mix "a 75c
EXTRA ASSORBENT
26Daytime Pampers"pZ:$2
Assorted Varieties Kraft America.
BANQUET CHEESE
DINNERS SINGLES
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Injury Statistics Show Over
One In Four Chances This Year
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
chances are better than one in
four that you'll be injured this
year and the ways it is most
likely to happen are fairly
predictable, says a new
government report.
The report on a study by the
National Center for Health
Statistics found that an
estimated average of 63.4
million Americans per year
were hurt seriously enough to
seek medical attention or
restrict their activities for at
least one day in 1971 and 1972.
Falls accounted for 13.6
million injuries or 21.5 per
cent of the total. More than 4.4
million persons were hurt
falling on stairs, steps or from
a height.
More than 5.6 million were
injured bumping into an ob-
ject or another person, 4.7
million by moving motor
vehicles, 4.2 million by cutting
or piercing instruments and
4.1 Million were hit by moving
objects..
Together, accidents of that
type accounted for nearly 51
per cent of all injuries, based
on figures obtained in in-
terviews of 88,000 households
with 267,000 residents.
The center, an agency of the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, said
the injury incidence rate in
1971-1972 was about 312 per
1,000 civilians, or 22.2 per cent
higher than was found in the
last two-year study, made
between July 1959 and June
1961. But the report cautioned
that changes in the data
collection methods may ac-
count for a substantial part of
the difference.
The study shows that 8.8
million persons were injured
at work and 24 million in and
around the home.
About two of every five
persons whose injury
restricted their activity had to
take to bed. Nearly 2.6 million
were hospitalized.
The center found that many
of the types of injuries were
most frequent among persons
in certain age groups.
Moving motor vehicle in-
juries peaked among 17
through 24-year-olds, for
example, while children under
the age of 6 were most likely to
have serious fall injuries,
followed by persons under 17
and over 65.
Children aged 6 through 16
had the highest rates for in-
jury by cutting or piercing,
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That's right Your next great Corn is here. I've
got it. It's a high-performance corn hybrid from
Northrup King research, especially adapted to the
growing conditions in this area. It can help you take
a big step in the yield ladder in 1976
Phone me collect without delay for full details
how you can obtain your high-yielding NK hybrid .











Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
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drug black market in Jef-
ferson County come from
prescriptions written virtually
on request by a handful of
doctors, the Courier-Journal
has reported.
Two copyrighted articles in
today's editions of the
newspaper say several
physicians in Louisville and
other parts of the state are





Desoxyn and an am-
phetamine-like drug —
Preludin — are often




also be used to get high, and a
few doctors apparently do a
brisk business in prescribing
them for persons who have no
need to lose weight.
The Kentucky Board of
Medical Examiners has
sought a restraining order
against a Bowling Green
doctor under investigation for
alleged impropriety in issuing
prescriptions.
A similar indictment ac-
cuses a Lexington doctor.
Jefferson County police say
about 85 per cent of the illicit
amphetamine traffic comes
from pharmacy shelves by
prescription. The rest is ob-





— During 1975, six of the eight
children of U.S. Sen. and Mrs.
Pete V. D0111163id of New Mexi-
co were either elected dass
presidents or student body
presidents at the schools they
attend in Rockville, Md.
T ft e couple's 17-year-old
daughter, Lisa, also was elect-
ed 1175 Homecoming queen by
fellow students at Woodward
High School in Rocirville, where
the family makes its home.
The senator started his public
career by winning election as
dass president at St. Mary's
High School in Albuquerque, his
home.
-My wife, Nancy, has done
an absolutely magnificent job
with them," the senator said
recently about the couple's c/d1-
dren.
"Most of my political success
has been due to Nancy and my
children are beneftning from
the same kind cf aid," be said.
Be a real all-star
on a great team ...
...and help Easter
Seals continue its
long string of wins
over crippling.
Step up to bat and
dig in!








president of the Begley
Drug Company, was
recently appointed to
serve on the Government
Affairs Committee by the
National Association of





court decisions as they
relate to the drug in-
dustry and the consumer.
Begley Drug Company
now operates 41 drug
units across Kentucky.
Third Nine Weeks Honor Roll Released For Calloway
Calloway County High
'School Honor Roll for the third
nine weeks includes one
hundred eighty nine students,
according to principal, Ron
McAlister.
The principal said n made
all A's and 160 made all A's
and B's.
Students making the honor
roll are listed as follows by
grades
SENIORS — All A's - Pat
Adams, Linda Avery, Kathie
Broach, Danny Brittain,
Kathy Calhoun, Gene Cleaver,
Regina Cook, Kathy Jackson,
Douglas Holt, Vickie
Weatherford.




Karon Causey, Andy Coles,
Hal Crouch, Floyd Dawson,
Theresa Dover, Cathy Easley,
Lee Ann Edwards, Vanessa
Eickhoff, Teesa Erwin, Kathy
Harding, Becky Imes, Bar-
bara Griffin, Pam Foster,
Randy Herndon, Cynthia
Hester, Anthony Fike, Rodney
Jones, Judy Kimbro, Shelia





Pierce, Tommy Riley, Lisa
Rogers, Bonnie Smith, Lisa
Smith, Sherry Snyder, Peggy
Rogers, Cindy Rogers, Mark
Wilson, Kerry Wyatt, Tresa
Turley, Linda Zaremba,
Kenneth White.




Vanessa Stone, Susie Adams.
All A's and B's - Scotty
Beavers, Kevin Brown, Cresti
Bucy, Terry Compton, Vickie
Carraway, Terry Clark,








Roberts, La Don Roberts,
Tammy Outland, Teresa
Paschall, Gail Smotherman,
Sandy Stom, Carl Sykes,
Sherri Thomas, Beverly
Tobey, Rhonda Adams,
Debbie Hart, Pam J. Todd,
Pam M. Todd, Dan Watson,
Cindy Williams.
SOPHOMORES — All A's
- Geneva Garland, James
Hudspeth, Susie Imes, Cyn-
thia Lassiter.
All A's and B's - Johnny
Brinkley, Gail Brame, Tena
Bucy, Lisa Cleaver, Timmy
Coles, Luana Colson, Janne
Cooper, Shelia Darnell, Lenria
Duke, Betsy Easley, Karen
Edwards, Tammy Feltner,
Nada Frazier, Paul Guy,
Brenda Hicks, Denise
Howard, Kevin Hutson,
Michael Irvin, Laura Jarrett,




Redden, Nix Ann Osborn,
Janet Gail Tucker, Keith
Wayne Starks, Charles
Randall Starks, Becky Walls,
Rachel Yancy, Darrell
Walker, Mitzi Ftedidt, Randy
McCallon, Jo Beth Norwood,
Patty McCuiston, Tanunie
Miller.
FRESHMAN — All A's -
Tommy Boggess, Johnna K.
Brandon, Ricky Cunningham,
Kim Johnson, Jackie Parker,
Rose Ross. Mike Thomas,
Terry Tucker.
All A's and B's - Sharron
Adams, Patty Bynum, Marion
Adams, Scott Barrow, David
Brandon, David Cohoon, Keith
Clark, Carol Cooper, Mary
Denny, Charlotte Courtney,
Clara Chaney, Steve Enoch,
Ricky Garland, Eric Kelleher,
David Lee, Lena Hoke, Ellen
Mahan, Karol Kemp, Rob
Morton, Dale Orr, Renee
Overby, Ken Morris, Shelia
McKenzie, Linda McCuiston,
Karen Milby, Michael Overby,











Dawn Sleds, Renee Edwards,
Russell Wilson, Tress Wilson,
Mary Winchester, Stephine
















Gives reliable protection at a
low cost! No primer needed if
surface is in good condition.
Use on all types of surfaces.
White only. 305004
OUR FINEST UOUID PLASTIC
EXTERIOR. (30 7.9IP Gal.
Fast drying latex wall paint. Dries
too washable velvet finish. Choice
of decorator colors. 30 461 kJ 3
OUR FINEST LIQUID PLASTIC
INTERIOR 3,0 AU 3) 7.44 Gal.
REG. 6.77
Cash • Credit • Illankilmericard • Master Charge
ck 
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New polyester bristles for
smooth application. Holds
more point. 30 1114
MORE SAVINGS ON PAINTING NEEDS
Wire Brush—Bristles quickly remove loose peelig paint. (3os3e) 680
Sandpaper Pack — 3M, 12 sheets — assorted grits.,30m1 . .380
Masking Tape - 3/4 in. X 60 yards. ,36.60,1 680
Drop Cloth — 9 ft. X 12 ft. plastic. (30-675)  330
Wooden Step Ladder — 5 ft. oc,50)  10.88
5 WAYS TO BUY: CASH • CREDIT • LAYAWAY
BANKAMERICARD • MASTER CHARGE
YOUR A apc
CHOICE all'Ulea.
Weeder, transplanter, trowel or cultivator.








with wire hes. 10
per bee. 45 105
HEAVY DUTY
GRASS OR TRASH BAGS ;.% 1.17
OTASCO
Sole prices good at over 600 stores throughout the South and Southwest
' 'We Service What We Sell"




























Jim Adams e. Guarantee
IF FOR ANY REASON you are not satisfied with
your meat purchase. Then Jim Adams ED. will
"cheerfully" refund your full purchase price:
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Marine 1st it. Paul H. Terhune, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Terhune, 3488 Lannette Lane, Lexington, has been
designated a Naval Aviator after graduating from the
Navy's Advanced Jet Pilot Training Program, Naval Air
Station, Kingsville, Texas. it. Terhune graduated from
Admiral Farragut Academy, St. Petersburg, Florida, in
1969, where he received the St Petersburg Quarterback
Club Award and the American Legion's Honor Medal for
Outstanding Performance in Scholarship, Citizenship,
and Varsity Athletics. A 1973 graduate of Western Ken-
tucky University, it Terhune majored in history. His next
assignment is the Marine Air Station, Cherry Point, North
Carolina. it. Terhune resided in Murray for many years




Be True to Yourself
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to TORN was perfect. If
those parents really love their tall, handsome, athletic son,
the best way to show it is to allow him to be himself, even if
his choice of a life's companion is another man, and not the
woman of their dreams.
I speak out of agonizing years of personal experience. I
made my personal decisions on the basis of what would
please my parents, my friends and society in general. I have
tried to live a straight life in a straight world and have been
relatively successful. But each day is an inner struggle. I
have conformed to a way of life that is "proper," but it's
unnatural for me. My life has been one long succession of
unfulfilled yearnings.
I would advise any young person who is struggling with
homosexual feelings to be true to himself. Thank God for
the openness society is developing. Had I known 25 years
ago that there could possibly be on alternative, I would
have taken a different course.
Now, in my 40s, I still wear a mask and am more
miserable than ever. Surely those parents wouldn't want
that kind of misery for their son.
Abby, please continue to tell parents that the opinions of
their friends and relatives are not as important as their
children's right to be themselves.
UNHAPPY CONFORMIST
DEAR UNHAPPY: I could not have said it better than
you did.
DEAR ABBY: My 23-year-old daughter is planning to be
tilarried.
Five years ago she had a baby out of wedlock, and she
kept the child and raised her.
My daughter now wants a traditional wedding with a
white dress and veil. She also wants her daughter to be the
Cower girl!
7' What is your opinion of such a wedding under the
:circumstances?
CONVENTIONAL MOM
DEAR MOM: I hope I won't shock you, but I say, let
your daughter have the kind of wedding she wants. This is
her first wedding, and it probably has been her heart's
desire for many years.
One swallow doesn't make summer, and one mistake
shouldn't cast a shadow over a person for a lifetime.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
THE WATER-SOLUBLE VITAMINS
And now, a discussion of the
water-soluble vitamins We cannot
store them in our bodies We must
get them in our food Our bodies
constantly excrete water-soluble
vitamins So we need to replenish
them regularly
The water-soluble vitamins in-
clude all those referred to as the
vitamin B complex, plus vitamin
C. or ascorbic acid, At least II
vitamins compose the complex
TFIE MAJOR ones are thiamin,
riboflavin, niacin. folic acid.
vitamin 1312. vitamin 86. pan-
tothenic acid, and biotin There
isn't space to adequately discuss
them, but here, briefly, are some
facts:
Thiamin promotes appetite and
digestion. keeps the nervous
system healthy, and helps the
body release energy from food.
Riboflavin helps cells use
oxygen. helps keep skin, tongue
and lips smooth and normal
Niacin helps keep the nervous
system healthy and prevents
pellagra. a disease once prevalent
in our southern states
Folic acid and vitamin 1312 and
Ascorbic acid share a function
related to the health of red blood
cells
BI2, on its own. NI essential for
body cell functions, especially
those in bone marrow, the nervous
system and the gastrointestinal
tract
A deficiency of vitamin 86
creates symptoms similar to those
resulting from a lack of the oth-
er B vitamins—skin problems,
tongue and lip inflammation,
muscular weakness. nervous dis-
orders, depression and irritability.
Pantothenic acid helps release
energy from proteins, fats, and
carbohydrates in our food Biotin
helps us in metabolizing car-
bohydrates and in the synthesis
and oxidation of fatty acids
AS FOR vitamin C. it apparent-
ly is involved in many of the reac.
tion.s within cells but this function
is hale understood We do know
that vitamin C is vital in helping
us make the cementing materials
that hold body reit.; together
Vitamin C also helps make the
walls of our blood vessels firm,
and it helps us in healing wounds
and broken bones Scurvy, once a
disease stdfered by sailors from
lack of citrus fruits in their diets,
would result if you did not get
enough vitamin C
Next week we'll present a chart
showing each of the vitamins, and
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TOTINO•COMBINAT1ON or SAUSAGE WATCH FOR OUR FIRST
LIQUID DETERGENT .... 32 oz. 1'7 CLASSIC
PIZZA 23 oz. $ 1 
OF THE WEEK:
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Barry A. Murphy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Murphy,
Route 1, Almo, was promoted to Army captain January
30 while serving with the 101st Airborne Division at Ft.
Campbell, Ky., Presenting the insignia is his wife, Rhon-
da. Capt., Murphy, assistant commandant of Headquar-
ters Company of the division, is a 1967 graduate of
Cooper High School, Abilene, Texas. He received a B. S.
degree in 1971 from Murray (Ky.) State University. He
received his commission through the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps program.
Andrea Doria Mystery
To Air On CBS Tonight
NEW YORK AP ) —
Lingering Doubts buffs have a
treat tonight on CBS: A show
that raises the old question of
why the Italian luxury liner
Andrea Doria sank about411.
hours after a collision at sea in
1956.
The answer seems obvious:
She suffered a mortal wound
In her collision with the
Swedish liner Stockholm off
the coast of Nantucket, Mass.,
in an area of heavy ship traffic
sailors refer to as "Times
Square."
But tonight's show, called
"The Mystery of the Andrea
Doria" and made by an in-
dependent production com-
pany, asks whether there was
a chance she could have
remained afloat, even with the
damage she sustained.
The program was made by
Peter Gimbel, a diver,
photographer and writer who
has made a number of dives to
the ship's final resting place,
and by German-born actress
Elga Anderson.
In the show, Gimbel says his
interest in the Andrea Doria
case was prodded anew by
Miss Anderson, whose
curiosity was fueled by a
congressional report that
concluded, in part: "The fact
remains that a fine, relatively
new ship did sink after
damage apparently less than
she should have been able to
withstand."
Suspecting another factor
caused the ship to sink —
namely, what he calls a
"reportedly missing door"
separating watertight corn-
partments in the area of
damage — the two and a crew
of divers and cameramen set
out last summer to see what
gives.
came back with a
visually fascinating look at not
only the Andrea Doria but also
the hazards Gimbel and six
men faced in plunging 235 feet
below the surface of the
Atlantic to check out the
Missing door theory.
That it was a risky venture
is amply shown in one scene in
which Gimble, while slowly
ascending after a dive, suffers
violent convulsions from an
"oxygen hit," caused by
breathing high concentrations
of oxygen under pressure for
too long.
Unfortunately, despite their
courage and the good graphics
used to show both the
damaged area of the Andrea
Doria and the routes the
divers took attempting to
solve the "mystery" of her
sinking, the effort conies to
naught.
Despite the fine film footage
and the interesting theory he
raised, the end result is an
ambitious project sunk by an
ambiguous script.
UP, UP AND AWAY
LOCK HAVEN, Pa. (AP) —
Almost a million and one half
Americana; will learn to fly in
the next 10 years, predicts Pi-
pe. Aircraft Corp. Private pilot
licensing has more than dou-
bled in the last 10 years and,
despite a slump in student-fly-
ing enrollment last year due to
the energy crisis, the figure has
increased to more than 325,000.
•
MISTAKEN RAID--Miss Delia Guthierrez sits on bed
holding pillow in front of her as she reconstructs a
situation which occurred when narcotics agents
smashed their way into her apartment with a
sledgehammer. The agents, searching for heroin on an
informant's tip, held the apartment's three occupants at
gunpoint before discovering they had the wrong ad-
dress in Plainview, Texas. Miss Gutierrez sod that she
was taking a shower at the time, had no clothes, and
could grab only a billow for cover.
(AP VArephoto).
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Murray Native Travels
Worldwide With Firm
(Editor's Note: The following article about Murray
native Don Nanney was submitted to the Murray Ledger
& Times by Buel Stalls, Jr.)
In the realm of today's jetsetting standards, where
travel is fast and furious, Murray's own Donald Nanny,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nanny, Route 2, must be in-
cluded as one of the pacesetters.
His position of leadership as the international sates
manager of the Cincinmiti, Ohio, based Baldwin Piano
and Organ Company (one of America's 50 largest cor-
porations) is truly unique as the position itself indicates.
Especially one who is only 28 years old.
His visits include being received by the many
dignitaries and officials of each country which he visits. In
1975, Don visited 23 different countries, amoung which
are: Ecuador, Columbia. Venezuela. Panama. Virgin
Islands, San Salvador, Haiti, Puerto Rico, Barbados,
Mexico, France, Italy, Spain, Turkey, Austria and Ger-
many. Also visited were Iran, Malaysia, Japan, Thailand,
Indonesia, Australia, and New Zeland. His travels exclude
only Antarctica, not visited among the seven continents of
ow world.
As the above picture indicates, it shows Don receiving a
gift of a bolt of silk from the Governor of the Indonesian
country of Java (presented by the Governor's wife).
His travels are truly impressive as he visits the
cultural, farm and also the resort areas of almost every
country he enters. His findings, because of his personal
studies of the many different cultures, are truly
breathtaking in the areas of attitudes toward the living
Conditions of the many different countries, and above all,
complete reversal of belief among the different
peoples of our world.
Chain Letter Said
Illegal By Officials
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP —
Kentucky postal officials say a
chain letter that seems to be
spreading in the state is
illegal, even if the letters are
hand-carried.
Purchase of a $3 money
order is required of partipants
in the latest scheme. Pur-
chasers send the money or-
ders to the first name on a list
of 12 in the letter, cross that
name off, add their name and
address to the end and pass
copies of the letter along to
two friends, who in turn do the
same thing.
By the time one's name
reaches the top of the list of
4,096 letters, the person should
receive $12,2.88 in postal
money orders.
But it rarely works out that
way, according to Louisville
Postmaster S.N. DeVito.
"The pool of people who are
willing to get involved and put
up the initial payment is
quickly exhausted," DeVito
said, adding that the scheme
is similar to "pyramid clubs"
of Lhe 1930s and 1940s.
Postal service offices, banks
and fast-service food stores in
Louisville and Lexington
report a sharp increase in the
number of $3 money orders
sold in the last two to three
weeks — as many as 60 a day
at one location.
Indications of similar
schemes have been noticed in
Berea, Crestwood and other
parts of the state.
DeVito said persons being
asked to participate in the
scheme are being told the plan
is legal because the letters are
hand-delivered.
A.J. Francis, postal in-
spector in charge of the
Cincinnati District, says it
isn't so.
Francis has issued a notice
advising would-be golddiggers
that the U.S. Code is "broad
enough to encompass
anything concerning the
conduct of a lottery, in-
cluding..money  order-
s,...even if the letters may be
distributed by hand.
"U.S. courts have ruled that
chain letters are both frauds
and lotteries. It makes no
difference whether the
solicitation is for money or
bonds or anything of value."
Kentucky Att. Gen. Robert
W. Stephens says his office
has not been asked for an
official opinion on the scheme.
Henry Block has
a special reason why
you should come to us
for income tax help.
If you received the Short Form for filing
your taxes, our preparers are specially
trained to determine if it's best for you.
If it is, we'll complete it at a very low
price.. and our charge always includes
your resident state return. -
FOR BLOCK®
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-9204







Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ird4
ARIES
Stellar influences fairly
generous but you could fall
short of mark, nevertheless,
if not careful. Study new trends
and suggestions, and do not
reject unusual ideas arbitrarily.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€,
Note the difference between
gold and tinsel. Do not be fooled
by flatterers. This day is open
season for flightiness, going to
extremes.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 14°-
A chance for new gains, or at
last solidifying those already
made, and preparing for sub-
stantially more. Note what to
change in previous methods,
what NOT to alter.
CANCER 
e(June 22 to July 23)
Move in a decisive, knowing
manner. Don't alkiw any feeling
of futility to supersede your
usual ambition. Capitalize on all
bona fide offerings.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44
Even if your schedule is
crowded, don't refuse to do a
little "extra" if it will help a
project along. It will pay in the
long run.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPil.
Conquer a tendency toward
lethargy now and determine to
get in there with some excellent
pitching and make a definite,
deliberate effort to win.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 21) larril
Meet this day with the
determination to see its new
poasibilities and offers — many
to be eagerly grasped. Creative
pursuits especially favored.
SCORPIO 
nt'e3W.(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
This period asks patience on
everyone's part and, if others
disrupt procedures, that is all
the more reason to hold YOUR
ground. Care!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may be inclined to drive
yourself too hard now. Don't!
Try to eliminate nonessentials
from your schedule so that you
may pace yourself at an easier
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Afi
Best results will come from
teamwork Confer, exchange
Ideas. Some adverse influences
suggest caution, but NOT
anxiety, in carrying out day's
program.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. You could make some
unusual strides if you put your
talents to work.
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC'
Disappointment? This should
NOT stop you, rather make you
determined to regroup forces
for surer attainment next time.
Make this day COUNT — in one
way or another.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind,
physical dexterity and an ex-
tremely gregarious personality.
You could become an out-
standing researcher, scientist,
musician, artist, lawyer or
lecturer. With all this, how can
you become so depressed, 90
lacking in confidence, as you
sometimes are? Modesty and
sensitivity have their place, but
keep them within bounds.
Realize that you ARE a person











(mother Mary K.), Rt. 5,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rebecca M. Turner,
Rt. 1, New Concord, Mrs.
Dorothy S. Tucker, Rt. 6,
Murray, Miss Debbie G.
Lamb, Rt. 5, Box 144, Murray,
Miss Joyce F. Kendall, F4
Murray Manor Apts., Murrayt
Mrs. Donna McWane, Box 76,
Hardin, Mrs. Da thy S. Friz-
zle% Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs.
Marjorie Barnett, P.O. Box
263, Murray, Mrs. Lois
McKnight, Rt. 6, Murray,
Joseph W. Foster, 604 Park
Lane, Murray, Clell C. Olds,
912 E. Blyth, Paris, Tn., Aylon
McClure, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Helen Harrell, Rt. 3, Benton,
James R. Phillips, Gen. Del.,
Hardin, Mrs. Ruby P. Den-
ning. Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Elva
M. Mart, 629 Riley Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Edith Lee, Box
7, Hazel. 1
Gospel Music Becoming Major Part Of Industry
NASHVILLE, Term. ( AP) —
They call it the "spread of the
gospel."
Gospel music is out of its
infancy and becoming a major
part of the Nashville music
industry.
"I think there is a need for
gospel music," says Mrs.
Norma Boyd, executive
secretary of the Gospel Music
Association, which has its
offices on Music Row here.
"We've got the world in a
mess, and gospel music is a
very positive word of en-
couragement; it's a hope.
"More people are becoming
aware of gospel music, more
radio stations are progranN
ming gospel, more companies
are publishing gospel sheet
music and producing gospel
records, more people are
attending gospel concerts and
more gospel music is being
seen on television."
Gospel music is becoming
increasingly popular with
young people, Mrs. Boyd said.
This is because of the so-called
"Jesus movement" and
because gospel has become
more modern sounding.
The growth revolves
around young people. Gospel
music is not just the quartet,
but also the contemporary
group. There's rock gospel
and contemporary gospel as
well as the traditional. We've
got a sound for everybody."
She added, however, that
he music itself hasn't
changed as much as the way
1:'s presented.
"Groups are now using
orchestras. There used to be
only a piano and occasionally
a guitar."
Association statistics show
75 radio stations with full-time
gospel-religious programming
and about 1,000 that have six
or more hours of gospel
weekly. This compares with
some 1,200 stations broad-
casting country music full-
time.
"Some 20 years ago, there
were about 30 gospel groups
that were full-time in the
business," Mrs. Boyd said.
"Today, there are more than
100, not to mention countless
other hundreds who sing in
gospel concerts and churches
on weekends while earning a
living at other professions.
"Almost every county in
each state has one or more
gospel groups performing."
Additionally, a Gospel
Music Hall of Fame will be
built across the street from
the Country Music Hall of
Fame on Music Row. Con-
struction on the $1.5 million
facility is expected to begin
this spring with completion
scheduled for fall 1977.
When plans were announced
in January, Mayor Richard
Fulton said, "Gospel music is
an important part of our
music industry and we have
been impressed by its growth
and popularity." End Adv
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DOG FIGHT OVER BIRMINGHAM? Sopwith
Camel, left, is chased by Fokker tri-plane over Birming-
1 'Unidentified Source' Lists Salaries Of College Presidents
ham. These are replicas of World War I planes in an air
show over Alabama.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— State university salaries
approach $50,000 a year in
some instances and the
highest paid is the vice
president for the University
of Kentucky Medical
Center, who gets $51,000.
This is according to Sen.
Doug Moseley, R-
Columbia, who said an
unidentified woman
provided him with the data
Thursday, apparently as
the result of a bitter speech
he made a couple of days
previous.
.4.142se1ey,. a minister, de-
nounnkt- educators for
helping kill his bill, which
would have required state
schools to release salaries
and fringe benefits of
presidents, professors and
staff to the Council on Pub-
lic Higher Education.
That data would have
been released to the public
upon request.
Moseley said the figures
he received are one-
dimensional in a sense
because they do not include
fringe benefits.










Moseley by name, makes
$50,01:03, just under the vice
president for the medical
center.
Moseley said it is
shocking that the
legislators who appropriate
money for higher education
cannot get information
which Senate bill 304, the
dead measure, would have
provided
The information received
by the senator discloses the
salaries of university
presidents, vice presidents
and deans, he said.
"I am glad to get this
information and have
shared it with the press,"
he said.
Based on the handwritten
figures distributed by
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and finance $31,850, vice
pcesident student division























Miss Irene L. Stunson, No,
39, Riviera Cts., Murray, Miss
Rebecca F. Henderson, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Mary A.
Humphries, 1633 W. Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Dottie L.
Bailey, 1636 Main, Murray,
Terry Allbritten, 102 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Erma L.
Wilson, 235 Rivera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Judy C. Mason,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Louie D. Sykes,
P.O. Box 344, Murray,
Raymond G. Belcher, 100 S.
13th Apt. 10, Murray, Mrs.
Polly E. Erwin, 515 S. 8th.,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn
McClure, 318 N. 7th., Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. Carter, Box
613, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Donna J.
Pierce, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Deborah G. Houston, Rt. 3,
Murray, Henry A. Fergason,
Rt. 5, Box 299, Murray, Mrs.
Opal M. Hurt, Rt. 1, Kirksey,






of the Baltimore Symphony,
has been appointed musical ad-
viser for the Temple University
Music Festival.
Comb's:lona already has taken
an active role in advising on
the selection of artists and pro-
grams being developed for the
1476 season. He also will con-
duct the resident Pittsburgh'
Symphony on several occasions
next summer.
Trained as a violinist in his
native Bucharest, Comissions
was in the Romanian State En-
semble when, at age 19, he
stepped in for an ailing con-
ductor and was so impressive
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affairs $31,700 and vice
president for ad-
ministrative affairs $33,400.
New Consumer Protection Laws
Begin In Kentucky On June 19
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -- The old
caveat "let the buyer beware" still
stands. But as of June 19, Kentuckians
will have 11 new consumer protection
laws to protect them in business
transactions.
That's when the legislation enaeted
by the 1976 General Assembly becomes
law, barring a veto by the governor,
and since the consumer protection
legislation was endorsed by Gov. Julian
Carroll, there seems little chance of
that.
The people responsible for enforcing
the state's consumer protection laws
say they are highly pleased with the
legislature's action—even if it means
more work.
"The consumer has had an ex-
ceptionally fine session," said Asst.
Atty. Gen. Robert Bullock, who heads
the Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division.
The 1976 legislature approved 11 of
the 12 bills in the administration's
consumer protection package.
The measure defeated after intensive
lobbying by automobile dealers was the
new car lemon bill. It would have
required the manufacturer to replace,
repair or refund the purchase price of
an automobile that couldn't be fixed
even after three trips to the dealer.
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens called it
"a good, necessary bill," and said
similar legislation would be introduced
in 1978.
Of the legislation approved by the
1976 General Assembly, Bullock and
Stephens believe the most widely used
measure will be the one outlawing
"unfair" trade practices.
Some say the bill was weakened when
it was amended to define unfair as
"unconscionable"—something
that shocks the consience. But Bullock
says it makes the bill clearer, because
unconscionable is a precise legal term,
while unfair is somewhat vague.
He points out that good consumer
protection legislation must protect the
ethical businessman as well as the
buyer, and that the term "unfair"
might have opened the door for
harrassment.
He said a legitimate complaint of
unfair treatment would be something
like the allegations of price gouging in
the aftermath of the 1974 tornado in
Louisville.
Another far reaching consumer bill,
but one that probably will not
noticeably affect the individual con-
sumer, is the administration's anti-
trust bill.
Two versions are now before the
governor, and Stephens hopes the
stronger of the two will become law. It
would give the Attorney General the
authority to initiate criminal and civil
actions against businesses using
monopolistic practices.
Another bill that will help anyone who
signs a financial note for merchandise,
but finds it is defective. Under existing
law, a buyer has no legal defense for
stopping payment on the note—even if
the merchandise was never delivered.
The legislation abolishes the doctrine
known as holder-in-duecourse, and
thereby ,gives the buyer a legal defense
for stopping payment.
Stephens said he has handled hun-
dreds of such cases since he began
practicing law—some of them leaving
the consumer paying for hundreds of
dollars worth of undelivered mer-
chandise.
A bill that will affect nearly
everyone—but especially the elderly
and the chronically ill, would require
pharmacists to substitute the cheapest
generic drug in stock for a more
expensive brand-name drug, unless the
customer or the prescribing physician
requests otherwise. The bill also
requires a sign to be posted in each
pharmacy advising that cheaper drugs
will be substituted if they have been
approved by the state Drug Formulary
Council.
The Attorney General's office said
the savings on each prescription could
run from a few dollars to $20 or more,
depending on the prescription filled.
Bullock cites the hearing aid bill as a
major piece of legislation, even though
it will affect only a relatively select
group. The bill prohibits door-to-door
selling of hearing aids, and requires
anyone wishing to purchase a hearing
aid to have a medical examination and
receive a doctor's approval.
Bullock said many persons are sold
hearing aids who actually need
medication to correct a hearing
problem.
Choose your favorite, Regular
or green label Decaffeinated,
then chooee how much money
you want to save.
Cut out the coupon along the
dotted lines and you'll save 40t
on the 8-oz. or 9-oz. size jar of
Taster's Choice' 100% Freeze-
Dried Coffee. Or clip the coupon
along the solid line and save 25t
on the 4-oz. size.
The choice is yours. But no
matter how you cut it, you get





on the 4-oz. jar of Taster's Choice' IOU%
Freeze-Dried Coffee, Regular or Decaffeinated.
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DOG FIGHT OVER BIRMINGHAM? Sopwith
Camel, left, is chased by Fokker tri-plane over Birming-
ham. These are replicas of World War I planes in an air
show over Alabama.
'Unidentified Source' Lists Salaries Of College Presidents
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— State university salaries
approach $50,000 a year in
some instances and the
highest :paid is the vice
president for the University
of Kentucky Medical
Center, who gets $51,000.
This is according to Sen.
Doug Moseley,
Columbia, who said an
unidentified woman
provided him with the data
Thursday, apparently as
the result of a bitter speech
he made a couple of days
previous.
Moseley, a minister, de-
nounced educators for
helping kin his bill, which
would have required state
schools to release salaries
and fringe benefits of
presidents, professors and
staff to the Council on Pub-
lic Higher Education.
That data would have
been released to the public
upon request.
Moseley said the figures
he received are one-
dimensional in a sense
because they do not include
fringe benefits.










Moseley by name, makes
$50,000, just under the vice
president for the medical
center.
Moseley said it is
shocking that the
legislators who appropriate
money for higher education
cannot get information
which Senate bill 308, the
dead measure, would have
provided
The information received
by the senator discloses the
salaries of university
presidents, vice presidents
and deans, be said.
"I am glad to get this
information and have
shared it with the press,"
he said.
Based on the handwritten
figures distributed by
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and finance 831,E60, vice
pcesident student division























Miss Irene L. Stunson, No.
39, Riviera Cts., Murray, Miss
Rebecca F. Henderson, Rt. 1,
Hardin , Mrs. Mary A.
Humphries, 1633 W. Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Dottie L.
Bailey, 1636 Main, Murray,
Terry Allbritten, 102 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Erma L.
Wilson, 235 Rivera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Judy C. Mason,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Louie D. Sykes,
P.O. Box 344, Murray,
Raymond G. Belcher, 100 S.
13th Apt. 10, Murray, Mrs.
Polly E. Erwin, 515 S. 8th.,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn
McClure, 318 N. 7th., Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. Carter, Box
613, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Donna J.
Pierce, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Deborah G. Houston, Rt. 3,
Murray, Henry A. Fergason,
Rt. 5, Box 299, Murray, Mrs.
Opal M. Hurt, Rt. 1, Kirksey,






of the Baltimore Symphony.
has been appointed musical ad-
viser for the Temple University
Music Festival.
Comiasiona already has taken
an active role in advising on
the selection of artists and pro-
grams being developed for the
1978 season. He also will con-
duct the resident Pittsburgh
Symphony on several occasions
next summer.
Trained as a violinist in his
native Bucharest, Cornissiorui
was in the Romanian State En-
semble when, at age 19, he
stepped in for an ailing con-
ductor and was so impressive










thereby gives the buyer a legal defense
for stopping payment.
Stephens said he has handled hun-
dreds of such cases since he began
practicing law—some of them leaving
the consumer paying for hundreds of
dollars worth of undelivered mer-
chandise.
A bill that will affect nearly
everyone—but especially the elderly
and the chronically ill, would require
pharmacists to substitute the cheapest
generic drug in stock for a more
expensive brand-name drug, unless the
customer or the prescribing physician
requests otherwise. The bill also
requires a sign to be posted in each
pharmacy advising that cheaper drugs
will be substituted if they have been
approved by the state Drug Formulary
Council.
The Attorney General's office said
the savings on each prescription could
run from a few dollars to $20 or more,
depending on the prescription filled.
Bullock cites the hearing aid bill as a
major piece of legislation, even though
it will affect only a relatively select
group. The bill prohibits door-to-door
selling of hearing aids, and requires
anyone wishing to purchase a hearing
aid to have a medical examination and
receive a doctor's approval.
Bullock said many persons are sold
hearing aids who actually need
medication to correct a hearing
problem.
Choose your favorite, Regular
or green label Decaffeinated,
then choose how much money
you want to save.
Cut out the coupon along the
dotted lines and you'll save 40e
on the 8-oz. or 9-oz. size jar of
Taster's Choice' 100% Freeze-
Dried Coffee. Or clip the coupon
along the solid line and save 25e
on the 4-oz. size.
The choice is yours. But no
matter how you cut it, you get
the taste of fresh-perked coffee.















affairs $216,700 and vice
president for ad-
ministrative affairs $33,400.
New Consumer Protection Laws
Begin In Kentucky On
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The old
caveat "let the buyer beware" still
stands. But as of June 19, Kentuckians
will have 11 new consumer protection
laws to protect them in business
transactions.
That' A when the legislation enacted
by the 1976 General Assembly becomes
law, barring a veto by the governor,
and since the consumer protection
legislation was endorsed by Gov. Julian
Carroll, there seems little chance of
that.
The people responsible for enforcing
the state's consumer protection laws
say they are highly pleased with the
legislature's action—even if it means
more work.
"The consumer has had an ex-
ceptionally fine session," said Asst.
Atty. Gen. Robert Bullock, who heads
the Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division.
The 1976 legislature approved 11 of
the 12 bills in the administration's
consumer protection package.
The measure defeated after intensive
lobbying by automobile dealers was the
new car lemon bill. It would have
required the manufacturer to replace,
repair or refund the purchase price of
an automobile that couldn't be fixed
even after three trips to the dealer.
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens called it
-a good, necessary bill," and said
similar legislation would be introduced
in 1978.
Of the legislation approved by the
1976 General Assembly, Bullock and
Stephens believe the most widely used
Only one coupon
may be used.
measure will be the one outlawing
"unfair" trade practices.
Some say the bill was weakened when
it was amended to define unfair as
"unconscionable"—something
that shocks the consience. But Bullock
says it makes the bill clearer, because
unconscionable is a precise legal term,
while unfair is somewhat vague.
He points out that good consumer
protection legislation must protect the
ethical businessman as well as the
buyer, and that the term "unfair"
might have opened the door for
harrassment.
He said a legitimate complaint of
unfair treatment would be something
like the allegations of price gouging in
the aftermath of the 1974 tornado in
Louisville.
Another far reaching consumer bill,
but one that probably will not
noticeably affect the individual con-
sumer, is the administration's anti-
trust bill.
Two versions are now before the
governor, and Stephens hopes the
stronger of the two will become law. It
would give the Attorney General the
authority to initiate criminal and civil
actions against businesses using
monopolistic practices.
Another bill that will help anyone who
signs a financial note for merchandise,
but finds it is defective. Under existing
law, a buyer has no legal defense for
stopping payment on the note—even if
the merchandise was never delivered.
The legislation abolishes the doctrine
known as holder-in-duecourse, and
on the 4-oz. jar of Taster's Choice' 100%
Freeze-Dried Coffee, Regular or Decaffeinated.
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